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Abstract 
After developing a theory of implicit operations and proving an analogue of Reiterman's 
theorem for categories, this paper addresses two complementary questions for semidirect prod- 
ucts and two-sided semidirect products of pseudovarieties of semigroups: to determine when a 
pseudoidentity is valid in it, and to find a basis of pseudoidentities. The first question involves 
looking into the structure of relatively free profinite objects whereas, for the second question, 
a general approach is presented which is sufficiently powerful to allow the calculation of many 
semidirect products. A systematic translation of bases of pseudoidentities of pseudovarieties of 
categories into characterizations of semidirect products of pseudovarieties of semigroups i given. 
The latter characterizations, of a syntactic nature, are not effective but may in many cases be 
reduced to effective characterizations. Several known results are derived as examples - including 
a syntactic proof of a generalization of the Delay Theorem - and further new applications are 
obtained using these techniques. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
AMS Classification: Primary 20M07, 20M50; secondary 20M05, 20M10 
1. Introduction 
The language of  graphs has been used in the theory of finite semigroups ince its 
early days. It was introduced with significant applications by Brzozowski and Simon 
[14] in connection with the study of the lowest levels of a concatenation hierarchy 
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of star-free rational languages. Right from the start, the use of graphs appeared to be 
intimately connected with the calculation of semidirect products of pseudovarieties of
semigroups. In the early 1980s, with the progress achieved through Knast's work [19, 
20] (again related with hierarchies of star-free languages), several authors took a new 
look at the use of graphs in finite semigroup theory. Straubing [29] and Th6rien and 
Weiss [30] started using systematically congruences on graphs to compute semidirect 
products but it was only Tilson [31], who provided a convenient theoretical framework 
for their approach. 
Tilson introduced the language of categories into the theory of finite semigroups and 
developed a theory of varieties and pseudovarieties of categories in the tradition of 
classical Universal Algebra. While Tilson's language of categories allowed a consid- 
erable step forward in the theory by simplifying many statements, it somewhat lacked 
an ingredient o fully realize its power. For the description of pseudovarieties of cat- 
egories, Tilson cannot use in general free objects (for they fail to be finite) and so, 
instead of equational descriptions, he needs to use "ultimate equational" descriptions, 
a tool that appears to be rather impractical. 
Inspired by a successful approach to a similar problem for pseudovarieties of semi- 
groups (cf. [25, 12], for the beginnings of the theory, and Almeida [4] for applications), 
we complement Tilson's work by constructing profinite free categories and thus obtain 
"pseudoequational" descriptions of pseudovarieties of categories. This seems to be the 
missing ingredient in Tilson's theory. 2 
Our aim in this paper is to use these profinite constructions to advance in the study of 
the semidirect product of pseudovarieties of semigroups. The main - and comp|emen- 
tary - questions which we address in relation to such a semidirect product V * W are 
the description of the pseudoidentities which are valid in V * W, and the computation 
of a basis of pseudoidentities for V • W. 
As a first step in our approach to the description by pseudoidentities of the semi- 
direct product V ,W of two pseudovarieties of semigroups, we were led to an extension 
of the semidirect product o an operation U ® W where U is a pseudovariety of semi- 
groupoids. This turns out to be a rather natural operation which enjoys some nice 
properties and which extends several operations that have been of interest in finite 
semigroup theory. Further extensions can be found in [18]. In particular, we describe 
the free profinite object on U ® W, and we study the properties of the mapping 
U~U®W. 
We then return to the study of semidirect products V * W of pseudovarieties of
semigroups. By means of a general compactness theorem, we are able to use Tilson's 
Derived Category Theorem to give a basis of pseudoidentities for V • W. While such 
a basis is not in general effective, it can be often used to obtain a decision criterion 
for membership in V * W. Several new examples of application of this approach are 
included. Many others can be dealt with similarly and we expect to present some of 
them in forthcoming papers. The reader may also wish to feel the potential of our 
2 P.R. Jones [17] has independently arrived at similar esults. 
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techniques by trying out her/his own examples. The case of the bilateral semidirect 
product is also considered, leading to similar results and applications. Also similar 
results, but with easier proofs, hold for (Birkhoff) varieties. 
We also include a new simple proof of  a generalization of Tilson's Delay Theorem 
for pseudovarieties of the form V ® D. It portrays quite transparently the two main 
ingredients in our approach: the syntactical manipulation of the general basis for V ® D, 
complemented with a combinatorial (Ramsey type) property of finite semigroups. For 
the sake of completeness, we also discuss some important applications of the Delay 
Theorem and some related results concerning the operation V ~-~ V ® D. For instance, 
we show that the lattice of pseudovarieties of categories is naturally embedded in the 
lattice of  pseudovarieties of semigroups. 
2. Implicit operations and pseudoidentities for categories 
By a (directed) graph we mean a (nonempty) partial algebra G with a partition 
G = V(G)U E(G) into two sorts of elements, respectively vertices and edges, and 
two unary operations ~,co : E(G)  --+ V(G). For c,d E V(G), denote by G(c,d) the 
set of all edges s ~ G such that as = c and cos = d. A ,qraph morphism is just a 
function q~ : G ---* H between two graphs G and H respecting sorts and operations, 
i.e., such that ~pV(G)C_ V(H), q~E(G)~E(H) ,  and, for any s C E(G), qo(~s) = ~(qos) 
and (p(cos) = co(q~s). A subgraph G of a graph H is a graph G contained in H such 
that the inclusion G ~ H is a graph morphism. The product 1-[i~1 Gi of a family 
(Gi)i~1 of graphs is the graph G = ]-Iisl V(Gi) ~ l-[tel E(Gi), where the latter two 
]-~b~1 denote cartesian products of sets, with :~(si)i~l = (~si)~t and .~(si)i~l = (cosi)icl 
for s i~E(Gi )  (i E I). 
A (small) category is a ~aph C with a unary operation 1 : V(C) --+ E(C)  (chosing 
an identity for each vertex) and an associative partial binary operation on E(C)  (usually 
called multiplication or COnlposition) such that 
(i) ~lc = o)lc = c for every c E V(C); 
(it) for all s,t E E(C), st is defined if and only if ~s = ~t and, in this case, 
e(st) = :~s and co(st) = o)t; 
(iii) for every sEE(C) ,  l~s = s = sl ...... 
We view a monoid M as a category {v} U M by adjoining a vertex v and taking 
~.m = ~om = v and the multiplication of edges as in M. On the other hand, for a 
category C and any c E V(C), C(c,c)  is a monoid under multiplication of edges; this 
is called a local submonoid of the category C. 
A morphism of  categories (or f imctor) is a function ~p : C ---+ D respecting sorts 
and operations in the same sense as in the graph case. We say that a morphism 
(p : C--+ D is: 
- a quotient morphism if qo is surjective and the restriction qolv(c ~ is injective; 
- faithJid if, for each c,d E V(C), (P]c(~,d) is injective; 
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- an embedding if ~o is injective; 
- an isomorphism if ~o is bijective. 
The notions of subcategorv and product are analogous to their graph counterparts. I f
q) : C --+ D is a surjective morphism of categories and ff : A --~ D is a graph morphism, 
then there may be no graph morphism ~ : A ~ C such that q) o ~,~ -- ~. However, 
if (p : C ---, D is a morphism of categories with the above factorization property, then 
there is a subcategory C' of  C such that q~]c, : C' --~ D is a quotient morphism (see 
the construction in the next paragraph). We say that a category C divides a category D 
and we write C-~ D if there are a category E, a quotient morphism E --, C and a 
faithful morphism E --~ D: 
faithful 
E "D  
l quotient 
C 
Note that, if G-<Di (i ~ I), then I-[i~/Ci-< l-Let Di - 
Given an arbitrary morphism q~ : C ~ D of categories, we define a category C/'q) 
by taking V(C//~o) = V(C), E(C/q)) = E(C) /~,  where ~ is the equivalence relation 
given by 
s ~ t if :~s = ~t, cos = cot and q)s -- q~t, 
~(s/~) = ~s, co(s,/~) = cos, 1c in C/"qo is lc/~, and s /~. (~ = st/~. Then the mappings 
(Pl : C --+ C,,/q) (P2 : C,,"q o ---+ D, 
c E V(C) ~ c and c ~ V(C) ~-+ ~pc, 
s E E(C)  ~-+ s/'~ s/"~ ~ E(C/"~o) ~ ~ps, 
are category morphisms, respectively, a quotient morphism and a faithful morphism, 
and q~ = ~02 o ~ot. In particular, Q,,"~p-< C and C/qo-<D. 
A pseudovariety o f  categories is a class V of  finite categories which is closed under 
taking divisors and finitary products. In particular, the class C of all finite categories is 
a pseudovariety. For a pseudovariety V of monoids, define gV to be the pseudovariety 
of  categories generated by the members of V (viewed as categories). It is an easy 
exercise to show that gV consists of all finite categories which divide some element of  
V. Consider also the class {V of all finite categories C all of whose local submonoids 
C(c,c) (c E V(C))  lie in V. The class ~V is also a pseudovariety of  categories. We 
say that V is local if gV = {V. 
By a profinite graph (respectively profinite categoo') we mean a projective limit 
of finite graphs (resp. categories), finite structures being regarded as discrete topolog- 
ical spaces. More generally, for a class ~ of finite graphs (or categories, semigroups, 
monoids .... ), a topological graph (resp. category, semigroup, monoid .... ) is said to be 
pro-~ if it is a projective limit of members of  ~,'. 
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In particular, a profinite graph (resp. profinite category) is a topological graph (resp. 
topological category), i.e., a graph (resp. category) endowed with a topology such 
that all operations are continuous. Let A be a profinite graph. We say that a profinite 
category C is A-generated via (Pc :,4 -~ C if ~oc is a continuous morphism of graphs 
such that the closed subcategory of C generated by ~ocA is C itself. 
The f iber product C ×A D of two A-generated profinite categories is the closed 
subcategory of the product C × D generated by qJA where Sa ----- (~Pca, q~Da) for any 
a E A, i.e., V(Cx~D)  = {tpa : a E V(A)} and, for any a,a' E V(A), C×AD(t~a,~ba') = 
C(q~ca, ~Ocd) × D(~pDa, ~pod). Then C ×.4 D is also an A-generated profinite category 
via the mapping <Pc× ,D = ~ and the component projections Pl : C ×A D --~ C and P2 " 
C ×.4D --~ D are category morphisms uch that Pl cq~C×~D = ~PC and p2OqOcx,D = q~O. 
Fix a pseudovariety V of categories. In view of the fiber product construction, for 
each profinite graph A, the A-generated members of V form a directed system and thus 
give rise to a projective limit which we denote by (2AV (more precisely, the projective 
limit is given by a continuous morphism i ' A -~ QAV). The category ~AV is easily 
seen to be a compact zero-dimensional category. Just as in the case of the construction 
of projective limits of finite algebras (see, e.g., [8]), one can also prove the following 
three propositions. 
Proposition 2.1 (First universal property of projective limits). For ever)' pro-V cate- 
gory C and every continuous ,qraph morphism ~p • A --~ C, there is a unique continuous 
morphism of  categories ~ : QAV ~ C such that -~ o i = ~o. 
A ' , f2~V 
I 
I - -  
I (D 
I 
C 
Proposition 2.2 (Second universal property of projective limits). Let P be a topo- 
logical category and suppose {~c} is a nonempty jami ly  o f  continuous category 
morphisms ~c : P --+ C, one per each continuous graph morphism ~Pc : A -~ C E V, 
such that, i f  h : C -+ C 1 is a category morphism such that h o ~Oc = ~Pc', then 
h o ~c  = ~c,.  
" OA V~- - - /7 - -  -P  
C , C' h 
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m 
Then there is a unique continuous category morph&m 0 : P ~ ~A V such that ~--~:o0 -- 
~c" for all ~Oc. 
Proposition 2.3. All finite categories which are continuous quotient morphic bnages 
of  f2AV are A-generated members of V. 
m 
While the canonical graph morphism I " .4 -- ,  ~'~A V is not necessarily injective on 
E(A), it is always injective on V(A) as is shown below. In case A is finite, we can 
say a little more. 
Proposition 2.4. Let A be a finite graph. Then ~AV is the projective lhnit of  all 
A-generated members C of V under graph morphisms A --+ C which are injective on 
V(A). In particular, the canonical mapping t • A --+ £2A V is injective on V(A). 
Proof. Let P denote the projective limit indicated in the statement, with associated 
graph morphism t¢ : A -+ P. We show that P -~ OAV by proving that the family of 
graph morphisms A --* C E V which are injective on V(A) is cofinal in the family 
of  all those graph morphisms without that extra restriction. For this purpose, in view 
of Proposition 2.2, it suffices to show that sc • A --* P has the extension property of 
Proposition 2.1, i.e., given any graph morphism q) • A --~ C with C E V, there is a 
unique continuous morphism of categories ~ • P --~ C such that ~ o h- = q0. 
Consider the category A* with V(A* )= V(A) and whose edges are the paths (i.e., 
finite, possibly empty, sequences of  consecutive dges) in A under (consecutive) path 
concatenation. This is the J~ee category on A in the sense that, for any graph morphism 
0 ' A --~ D into a category D, there is a unique extension ~ to a category morphism 
A* -+D.  
In particular, there is a unique extension q3 - A* ~ C of the given graph morphism 
~o : A --~ C, which we may factorize as ~b = q32 o q3j where q~j • A × --+ A*,/~ is a 
quotient morphism and 02 " A*/~ ~ C is a faithful morphism. Let C' = A*/'(o. Then, 
since A is a finite graph and, therefore, the category C' is finite, and C'-< C, we have 
C' E V. The mapping 09' = ~1 ]A " A ---* C' is a graph morphism which is injective on 
V(A). Whence, by definition of  P, there is a continuous morphism cp' - P --~ C' such 
that qg' o tc = ~0'. Finally, take ~ = (h2 o q¢ to obtain the desired continuous morphism. 
This argument is illustrated in the following commutative diagram: 
A 'P  
x / I 
\ \ x  / ~ I 
V 
A* . . . . . . .  C . . . . . . . .  C A 
(Pl ([)/" i[')- ) 
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The uniqueness of the morphism ~ follows from the fact that the category P is A- 
generated via ~c, which in turn follows from its definition as a profinite limit of  A- 
generated categories. [] 
Corollary 2.5. Let  A be a profinite graph. Then the canonical mapping t : A --+ QAV 
is injective on V(A). 
Proof. Let c and d be two distinct vertices of A. Then there exists a continuous 
morphism q~ • A --~ B into a finite graph B such that cpc ¢ ~0d. By Proposition 2.1, 
~p induces a continuous category morphism 9'  : ~AV --~ ~sV such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
A l " .O~V 
Since t8 is injective by Proposition 2.4 and (pc ¢ q~d, we deduce that IAC ~ tAd. 
Using Proposition 2.1, we show how to view the elements of ~4V as certain op- 
erations on the members of V, For a pro finite graph A and a topological category C, 
denote by (~(A, C) the set of all continuous graph morphisms A --~ C. By an A-ary 
implicit operation on V we mean a family (zrc)c~v such that 
(i) each ~c" " ~Y(A, C) --~ C is a function; 
(ii) for any morphism of categories h • C --+ C ~ with C,C  r ~ V, the following 
diagram commutes: 
~(A,C)  ~" , C 
~.4(A.C') ~' , C' 
Notice that condition (ii) implies that the nc (CcV)  cannot assume both vertex and 
edge values, since V is closed under finitary product. Thus, we could already distinguish 
vertex and edge implicit operations. This distinction will come for free in a somewhat 
more elegant way from Proposition 2.6 below. 
Now, for each n C ~'~A V and each CEV,  we define a function nc " ~(A ,C)  --~ C 
by 7zc(q~) = ~(Tz) where N is given by Proposition 2.1. To show that (~c)c~v is an 
A-ary implicit operation on V, we need to show that, if h • C ---+ C' is a morphism of 
categories with C, C' E V, then, for any ~p ~ N(A, C), 
7zc,(h o (p) = h(~zc(~p)), i.e., h o q~(~) = (h o ~)(z~), 
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and this follows from the uniqueness tatement in Proposition 2.1 since h o ~.  ~AV --~ 
C ~ is a continuous morphism of categories uch that h o N o ~ --- h o q): 
I 
, t2AV 
C ,C '  
Proposition 2.6. The mapping ~ ~-+ (Trc)cev is a boection between -OAV and the set 
of all A-ary implicit operations on V. 
Proof. By definition of the projective limit, the continuous morphisms ~/ : OAV 
C E V are sufficient to separate the points of  f24V Now, for n E f2AV, 7t(-(~, o l) = 
t~(n), so that, for n,p E f2AV, (nc)c~v = (Pc)ccv implies n = p, showing that the 
given mapping is injective. 
Now, let (nc)c~v be an A-ary implicit operation on V. For each C C V and each 
q) E ~(A, C), consider the subset -~-l(nc(q))) of ~AV, where ~ is given by Proposition 
2.1. Since ~ is continuous, Fp-l(nc(q))) is a nonempty clopen subset of  ~AV: indeed, 
since (nc)c~v is an implicit operation, nc(q~) = riD(q)) where D is the subcategory 
of C generated by q)A, and so nc(q)) belongs to the image of ~, which is D. Since 
~AV is compact, to show that there is p ~ ~AV such that p E ~- I (nc(q))) ,  i.e., 
Pc(q)) = ~(P) = nc(q)), for all CEV and q) E f#(A,C), it suffices to show that every 
finite collection N~l(~Zc, (q) l)),-- . ,  ~,]-J (Trc, (q)~)) has nonempty intersection. To prove 
this fact, consider the continuous morphism (p • A -+ CI × ' . .  x C,, into the product 
category which is given by q)a = (q)la . . . . .  q),,a). Then, since (7tc)c~v is an implicit 
I t  
operation, Zrc(q)) = (Jzc,(q)l) . . . . .  Ztc,,(q),,)) and so ~ l(ztc(q))) = (']i=l ~71(~zc.(q)i)), 
establishing the claim and, therefore, the surjectiveness of the given mapping. E5 
In view of Proposition 2.6, we identify the elements of QAV with the associated 
A-ary implicit operations on V. An A-pseudoidentity for V is a formal equality )z = p 
between two edges of (2AV with c~Tr = 2p and cort = cop. We say that a category C in 
V satisfies the pseudoidentity n = p and we write C ~ ~z = p if rrc = Pc. For a set S 
of pseudoidentities for V, we denote by [[S]]v the class of  all C in V which satisfy all 
the pseudoidentities in Z; the set Z is then said to be a basis (of V-pseudoidentities) 
for [[X]]v. In case V is the pseudovariety C of all finite categories, we sometimes write 
simply [[S]] instead of [[2;1]c. 
Let W be a subpseudovariety of V. Then, by Proposition 2.2, for each profinite graph 
A, there is a unique continuous morphism 0 : ~V --, ~AW such that 0 o tv = ~w 
where tv 'A  --,. I24V and tw 'A  -+ OAW are the morphisms defining the projective 
limits; it is not hard to show that 0 is in fact a quotient morphism. We call 0 the 
canonical projection ~AV --+ ~AW; note that, in terms of implicit operations, it is 
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given by (~Zc)cev ~-~ (Z~c)ccw. In view of Proposition 2.1, the A-pseudoidentity zc = p 
is satisfied by W if and only if 0(7~) = O(p). 
The following is an extension to categories of Reiterman's theorem on the definability 
of pseudovarieties of finite algebras by pseudoidentities [25]. It might be of interest o 
extend it further to a more general setting of partial algebraic systems. 
Theorem 2.7. A subclass W of  V is a pseudovariety of  categories i f  and only if  there 
is a set 12 of  pseudoidentities over finite graphs Jot V such that W = [[12]]v. 
Proof. Using the fact that implicit operations commute with category morphisms, it is 
easy to check that [[12]]v is closed under taking divisors (where the restriction that the 
two sides of a pseudoidentity are coterminal edges intervenes) and finitary products 
and, therefore, it is a pseudovariety. 
For the converse, consider a subpseudovariety W of V and let 22 be the set of all 
pseudoidentities for V over finite graphs A (taken from a set containing one graph per 
isomorphism class of finite graphs) which are satisfied by W. Let W' = [[22]1v. Then 
clearly W is contained in W r. On the other hand, if C c W', let A be a subgraph of C 
generating C (say A =- C). Then, by definition of projective limit, there is a continuous 
quotient morphism g2AW'-+ C. Now, consider the canonical projections 
~Av ~ ~Aw' ~ ~AW. 
If ~z,p E f24V and 02(01(~z)) = 02(Ol(p)), then the pseudoidentity ~z= p is valid in W 
and so it belongs to t2; whence zr = p is valid in W r so that 0l(zc) = Ol(p). Hence, 
the mapping 02 is injective and, therefore, it is an isomorphism of profinite categories. 
Finally, by Proposition 2.3, since C is a continuous quotient morphic image of f2AW, 
we conclude that C E W. This proves that W = [IX]Iv. 
Note that, if we also allow pseudoidentities involving vertices, then these do not 
necessarily define pseudovarieties of categories ince they are not preserved in general 
by division via faithful morphisms, unless they are trivial (i.e., both sides are the 
same implicit operation). However, they are preserved by embeddings, quotients and 
products and we might look for an analogue of Theorem 2.7 with a different definition 
of pseudovariety using vertex pseudoidentities. Now, a category satisfies a nontrivial 
"vertex pseudoidentity" if and only if it has only one vertex, i.e., it is a monoid. 
So all we would be adding by allowing such "'vertex pseudoidentities" would be the 
pseudovarieties of monoids, and these are better treated as pseudovarieties of (total) 
algebras. 
Let us consider some natural examples of implicit operations on V. For a profinite 
graph A and a fixed edge s E E(A), let sc : ~(A ,C)  ~ C be defined by sc((p) = qo(s) 
for each C E V and q0 E N(A,C).  Then (sc)v is an A-ary implicit operation on V 
which we call an (edye-) projection. The elements of the subcategory ~2AV of ~AV 
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generated by z(A) are called the A-ary explicit operations on V By standard techniques 
of Universal Algebra, it may be shown that, for a finite graph A, f24V is the.free cat- 
egory over A relative to "¢ in the sense that, for any graph morphism (p : A ~ C, 
there is a unique category morphism q? • £24V --, C such that q3 o i = q~. Note that 
the projection in C~V of  (2AV under any onto morphism ~2AV ---+ C is the whole C. 
Since ~4V has the initial topology for all such morphisms, we conclude that £2.4V is 
a dense subcategory of  ~AV and so QAV is precisely the pro-V completion of  QAV, 
i.e., the completion with respect to the uniform structure determined by the onto 
morphisms (2~V --~ C E V (which may be taken to be quotient morphisms in case A 
is finite). 
Given C ~ V and a loop s E C (i.e., an edge such that ,:~s = cos), we denote by s .... 
the unique power of s of positive exponent which is an idempotent. We thus define 
an element a ~') of sc2~ V where A is the graph with only one vertex v and one loop a: 
for C E V, an element q) of  N(A,C) is given by the choice of  a loop s of  C; take 
(a"~)c(~O) = s" .  
Another way of  producing implicit operations is to compose given implicit opera- 
tions. To be precise, let A and B be finite graphs, let 7r E ~AV and let ,5 • A --, ~V 
be a graph morphism. Then, for each C C V which is B-generated via q9 : B ---+ C, 
we have a graph morphism ~ o 6 : A --~ C and so a continuous category morphism 
-~ o 6 • f2AV ---+ C. For another (y • B --+ C' and a category morphism h • C --, C'  
such that (y = h o q0, clearly (y o 6 = h o ~ o c3 since (p~ o (} = h o (p o ~. Hence, by the 
universal propert5 ~ of ~V,  we have a continuous category morphism t', : QAV ~ Q~V 
such that e o t = 6. The following commutative diagram illustrates this construction: 
A ' .9 v 
/ \ 
J 
P \ 
% 
B ,C  -C '  
We may view e(n) as the B-ary implicit operation on V obtained by substituting each 
a E A in rc by the corresponding B-ary implicit operation /i(a). As an example, let A 
and B be the graphs 
S I  
A" ° / ' - ' ]  t B" • 4, 
S 2 
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let 7z = t ~° and let 6 : A -+ ~sV be given by 6(t) = sis2. Then, with the above notation, 
~(zc) = (sis2) °~ is the B-ary implicit operation such that, for C ~V and (p E N(B,C),  
(~(r0)c(~0) = (~(s! )q~(s2)F .  
For example, we may rephrase Knast's Theorem on graphs [20] in the language of 
pseudoidentities. Recall that J denotes the pseudovariety of all finite J - tr iv ial  semi- 
groups. Since ,I is a monoidal pseudovariety, in the sense that S E ,I implies S 1 ~ J, 
there is no harm in also denoting by J the pseudovariety of all finite j - t r iv ia l  monoids. 
Theorem 2.8 (Knast). The pseudovariety gJ is d@ned by the pseudoidentity 
(xyy 'xv(uvy  ~ = (xy) "~(uvy  ~
over the following graph: 
.X',U 
3~ v
Call a graph A strongly connected if, for all vertices c and d, there is a directed 
path from e to d. The maximal strongly connected subgraphs of a graph are called its 
bonded components. 
Let SI denote the pseudovariety of all finite semilattices, which is generated by the 2- 
element multiplicative monoid {1,0}. It is easy to see that f2AgSI is a finite category. 
In fact, more generally, if C is a finite category and V(C) is the pseudovariety it
generates, then f2AV(C) is finite for every finite graph A. In particular, since OAgSI is 
dense in ~AgSi, f2AgSI coincides with -~AgSI. 
An explicit construction of ~AgSI is borrowed from [5] and is obtained as follows. 
Define A ~ to be the category whose vertices are those of A and whose edges from 
p E V(A) to qE ViA) are the triples (p ,c (w) ,q)  with w E E(A*)  a path from p to q, 
and where c(w) denotes the subgraph of A consisting of all edges and vertices used 
by the path w. The composite of two edges (p ,c(u) ,q)  and (q,c(v),r)  is the edge 
(p ,e(uv) , r )  = (p ,c (u )U  c(v),r). Then the function (p ,c (w) ,q)  ~ E(c(w))  defines a 
faithful morphism qo • A' --+ ~(E(A) )  where 22(E(A)) is a semilattice under union. 
Hence A ~ E gSI and so there is a quotient morphism ~ • f2A.qSI ---+ A ~. But the com- 
posite ~0 o ~ : g24gSl -+ .~(E(A)) is faithful by [5, Proposition 2.3]. Hence, ~ is an 
isomorphism. 
Let now A be a finite graph and V a pseudovariety of categories containing gSl. 
Then there is a unique continuous quotient morphism 0 : ~AV --+ A' such that O(a) = 
(.~a,c(a),e)a) for each a E E(A). For a subset U of ~AV, we define its content 
to be the graph c(U) = F U ~F tJ (oF where F = ~o(O(U)). It follows that c(U) is 
the smallest subgraph B of A such that U C_~BV. We say that a pseudoidentity 
rr = p for V is bonded if the graph c({~,p}) (also called the content of ~ = p) is 
strongly connected. For example, the pseudoidentity in Knast's Theorem is 
bonded. 
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Theorem 2.7 may be improved as follows. The pseudovariety consisting of  all finite 
trivial categories (i.e., with no more than one edge between any two vertices or, 
equivalently, a divisor of a trivial monoid) is called the trivial pseudovarieO,; it is 
defined by the pseudoidentity u = v over the graph . ~ . ,  which is not bonded. This is 
the only exceptional case in the following sense. 
Theorem 2.9. I f  W is a nontrivial subpseudovarieO, of  a pseudovariety V o[ cate- 
gories containing gSI, then W = ~X]]v for  some set 2; o f  bonded pseudoidentities 
for  V. 
Proof. Let 2; be the set of all bonded pseudoidentities for V over finite graphs (from 
a suitably chosen set) which are valid in.W, and consider the pseudovariety given by 
W t = [[27]]v. Then W t is a pseudovariety containing W. To prove the equality of these 
two pseudovarieties, it suffices to show that, if C ~ W I, then C E W, i.e., C satisfies all 
pseudoidentities over finite graphs which are valid in W (cf, Theorem 2.7), 
So, let rc = p be such a pseudoidentity. Then, since c({rc, p}) is a finite graph, by ar- 
guments of Tilson [31, Section 10] which are easily adapted and will not be reproduced 
here, we may factorize 7r and p in the form rr = ~z0tjlrl ...t,,~rn and p = potlp~ ...tnpn, 
as products of  implicit operations, so that each pseudoidentity ~zi = Pi is bonded, its 
content is a bonded component of the content of r~ = p, and each t~ is an edge from 
a vertex of c({Tri - l ,pi - i})  to a vertex of c({Tri, pi}) (i = 1,.. . ,n). By identifying all 
vertices from c({7r0tl ... 7ri_ it i, potT ... ,Oi-lti} ) to ~)t~ and all edges to l~,~t~ and proceed- 
ing similarly with the graph c({tz+l Jz~+t ... t,,rrn, t~+lpi_l ... t;,p,,}) (identification which 
amounts to composition of  implicit operations as described earlier), we conclude that 
the bonded pseudoidentity 7r~ = Pi is valid in W. Hence, it is also valid in C. Since 
this is true for i = 0 .. . .  , n, it follows that rr = p is valid in C, as desired. [] 
The restriction that ,qSl C_ V causes no problems in the applications of Theorem 2.9 
since usually V is taken to be the pseudovariety of all finite categories. As a corollary, 
we obtain Tilson's Bonded Component Theorem [31, Theorem 13.6]. 
Corollary 2.10 (Tilson). A finite categoo' belongs to a nontrivial pseudovarie O' V i f  
and onh, if  all o f  its bonded components belonq to V. 
Proof. Since V is nontrivial, by Theorem 2.9, to check whether a finite category C 
belongs to V, it suffices to check whether it satisfies certain bonded pseudoidentities. 
Since the image under a graph morphism of a strongly connected subgraph is also 
strongly connected, the verification of all such pseudoidentities takes place within the 
bonded components of C and the result follows. [] 
By a semigroupoid we mean a graph S endowed with an associative partial operation 
on E(S) satisfying condition (ii) of the definition of  category at the beginning of this 
section. The notions of morphism, quotient morphism, faithful morphism, division and 
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product for semigroupoids are identical to their category counterparts. Another relevant 
operation is the coproduct which, for two semigroupoids S and T is given by their 
disjoint union, for vertices, for edges, and for the operations. 
A pseudovariety of semi qroupoids is a class of finite semigroupoids which is closed 
under taking divisors, finitary products and finitary coproducts, and contains the semi- 
groupoid with one vertex and one edge. The last requirement in the definition of 
pseudovariety only excludes ome rather particular cases and is asserted as a necessary 
and sufficient condition to have morphisms from any graph into members of the class. 
This condition is not given explicitly in [31] where empty products are also considered. 
]'he class of all finite semigroupoids will be denoted by Sd. 
Local identities do not intervene in the results of this section, up to and excluding 
Theorem 2.9. Therefore, these results carry over unchanged to the reahn of semi- 
groupoids. In particular, every pseudovariety of semigroupoids i  defined by some set 
of semigroupoid pseudoidentities. 
Any category pseudoidentity u = v may be viewed as a semigroupoid pseudoidentity: 
without change if neither side is a local identity; if v == lq is an identity at the vertex 
q, then u = v is interpreted for semigroupoids as meaning the two pseudoidentities 
ux = x and yu = y where x and y are new edges added to the graph c(u) satisfying 
~r = coy = q. Of course, this interpretation may change bonded pseudoidentities into 
non-bonded pseudoidentities. However, if this happens, then every local semigroup 
S(q,q) of a semigroupoid satisfying such pseudoidentities is a group and this is a 
rather special situation which does not cause difficulties. 
Given a semigroupoid & the set of loops S(c, c) may be empty; but, otherwise, it is 
a semigroup under edge composition which is called a local subsemigroup of S. Every 
semigroup S may be viewed as a one-vertex semigroupoid such that S arises from it 
in this way. 
For a pseudovariety V of semigroups (respectively semigroupoids), we denote by 
VM (resp. Vc) the pseudovariety of all monoids (resp. categories) which, viewed as 
semigroups (resp. semigroupoids), lie in V. For a pseudovariety V of monoids (resp. 
categories), we denote by Vs (resp. Vsa) the pseudovariety generated by the elements 
of V viewed as semigroups (resp. semigroupoids). Then a pseudovariety V of semi- 
groups is monoidal if and only if it is of the form Vs for some pseudovariety V 
of monoids, in which case (VM)s = ¥. Similarly, we say that a pseudovariety of 
semigroupoids V is cateqorical if it is of the form Vsd for some pseudovariew V of 
categories; equivalently, V is categorical if and only if (Vc)sd = V. Moreover, the op- 
erators --s and -sa  behave well with respect o lattice operations and semidirect product 
(cf. [4] for the semigroup case; in the semigroupoid case, the semidirect product is to 
be replaced by the operation defined in the next section). We will therefore drop the 
subscripts S and Sd without harm and we will often deal indifferently with pseudova- 
rieties of monoids (resp. categories) or monoidal pseudovarieties of semigroups (resp. 
categorical pseudovarieties of semigroupoids). 
For a semigroupoid S, define a category S C which is obtained from S by adding a 
local identity 1~ at each vertex v which does not already have one. One can easily 
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check that 
if a semigroupoid S divides a semigroupoid T, then SO-< T c as categories. (1) 
In particular, the division relation as categories or as semigroupoids i the same for 
categories. Moreover, for a pseudovariety V of categories and a semigroupoid S,
SEVsd  if and only i fS  ~'EV. (2) 
At the pseudovariety level, we may define an associated operation mapping each pseu- 
dovariety V of semigroupoids to the pseudovariety CV of categories generated by all 
S c with S E V. It is easy to verify that 
for every pseudovariety V of categories, C(Vsd) : V. (3) 
For a pseudovariety V of semigroups, we also denote by gV the pseudovariety of 
semigroupoids generated by the elements of V, viewed as semigroupoids. It consists 
of all finite semigroupoids which divide some element of V. 
We also define fV to be the class of all finite semigroupoids all of whose local 
subsemigroups lie in V. Clearly, if S is a basis of pseudoidentities for V, then these 
same pseudoidentities, viewed as semigroupoid pseudoidentities over one-vertex graphs 
define fV. We say that a pseudovariety V of semigroups i  l oca l  if {V = gV. Equiv- 
alently, V is local if gV is defined by pseudoidentities over one-vertex graphs. 
As has been observed by Karl Auinger [10], locality of a pseudovariety V of monoids 
and locality of Vs are not equivalent notions. It is well-known that every non-trivial 
pseudovariety of groups is local as a pseudovariety of monoids [29, Theorem 10.2; 31, 
Theorem 17.3]. However, the semigroupoid 
s 
~ °  
se 
e=e 2 
(4) 
is in f I  for the trivial pseudovariety I of semigroups but cannot belong to gG for the 
pseudovariety G of all finite groups since it fails the pseudoidentity x ~'~ = x over the 
graph 
x © 
• im • Y 
which is valid in G. Hence, no pseudovariety of groups is local as a pseudovariety of
semigroups. 
The situation just portrayed for pseudovarieties of groups is rather unique. To analyze 
it in more detail, note that, for a pseudovariety V of monoids, in view of (1) and (2), 
g(Vs) = (gV)sd, whereas it may happen that f (Vs)  ~ (fV)sd- The possibility of 
inequality stems from the fact that, if S E (fV)sd, i.e., S c E fV, then certainly for 
each local subsemigroup T of 5', T ~ is a subsemigroup of the local submonoid of S t 
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at the same vertex, but does not necessarily coincide with it (cf. the example given 
by (4)) for T may have a neutral element which is not a local identity in the sense 
of condition (i) of the definition of category. However, if V g G, then V contains SI 
and so, if T = T 1 E V ,  then adding a new neutral element o T yields still a monoid 
in V. Hence, if V g G, then ((Vs)  = ({V)sd. Taking also into account (3), it follows 
that, if V is a pseudovariety of monoids not contained in G, then V is local if and 
only if Vs is local as a pseudovariety of  semigroups. 
It may also be observed that E(VM) = ( (V)c  for every pseudovariety V of monoids, 
while using (1) we obtain 9(V~I) = (gV)c in case V is monoidal. The latter equa- 
tion fails, for instance, for the non-monoidal pseudovariety N of all finite nilpotent 
semigroups (see also the end of Section 7). 
3. An extension of the semidirect product of pseudovarieties 
Given two semigroups S and T, a relational morphism R : S --~ T is any sub- 
semigroup R of  the product S x T such that the projection R --+ S is onto. We often 
think of a relational morphism as a relation which, in particular, allows us to consider 
composites. The composite 
R' oR = ((s,u): there exists t such that (s,t)  C R and (t ,u) E R'} 
of two relational morphisms R : S --+ T and R t : T ~ U is a relational morphism 
S ---, U. A relational morphism R : S --~ T is said to be a division if the projection 
R ~ T is injective. Notice that S divides T if and only if there is a division S ---+ T. 
The derived semigroupoid DR of a relational morphism R : S ---+ T is defined by 
- V(DR) = T I ;  
- the edges of DR are equivalence classes [t, s l ,t l ]  of triples in T 1 x R under the 
equivalence relation given by 
(t, s l ,t l  ) "~R (t',s2,t2) if t = t', ttl = tt2, and, 
for every s such that (s, t) ~ R U {(1, 1)), ssl = ss2; (5) 
- ~[t, sl ,t l]  = t, cg[t, sl ,t l]  = ttl; 
- [t, s l , t l ] .  [ttl,s2, t2] = [t, slsz, tlt2]. 
The following proposition gathers a few useful properties of  derived semigroupoids. 
Proposition 3.1. (a) Let  R : S --~ T and R' : S -~ T ~ be two relational morphisms and 
suppose that ~ : T --* T ~ is a homomorphism such that ~ o R c_ R ~. Then DR ~ DR,. 
(b) Let R : S -+ T and R' : S ~ -+ T be two relational morphisms and suppose that 
R r~ : S -~ S ~ is a division such that R ~ o R" = R. Then D~ -< DR,. 
(c) Let Ri : Si --+ T! and R2 : $2 --~ T2 be relational morph&ms and let R : 
$1 x $2 ---+ Tl x T2 be the assoc&ted relational morphism (via the natural bijection 
(S1 x T1)x ($2 x T2)--*(S1 / $2) x (TI x 7"2)). Then DR is a quotient o f  DR, xDR2. 
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Proof. Except for the missing assumption ~o R 2 R', (a) is the semigroupoid counter- 
part of Proposition 4.4 in [31]; the reader may easily verify that the extra assumption 
is not used in Tilson's proof. Part (b) is the semigroupoid version of Proposition 4.5 
in [31]. For part (c), the correspondence 
([tl,ri], [tz, r2]) ~ [(tl,tz),(rj,r2)] 
is easily checked to define a quotient morphism DR, x D& --~ DR. [] 
Let V be a class of finite semigroupoids and let W be a class of finite semigroups. 
We denote by V ® W the class of all finite semigroups S such that there is a relational 
morphism R " S ~ T with T E W and DR E V. 
Proposition 3.2. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroupoids and let W be a pseudo- 
variety of semigroups. Then V ® W is a pseudovariety of semigroups. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1(b), (b) again, and (c), respectively, V ® W is closed under 
taking homomorphic mages, subsemigroups, and finitary direct products. [] 
Recall that, for two pseudovarieties of semigroups, V and W, V * W denotes the 
pseudovariety of semigroups generated by all semidirect products of the form S * T 
with S E V and T E W. Tilson's Derived Category Theorem may now be used to 
show that the operation @ is, in a sense, an extension of the semidirect product on 
pseudovarieties of semigroups. The following result is just a reformulation of Tilson's 
Theorem B.2 [31]. A proof of it appears in the next section. 
Theorem 3.3. Let V and W be pseudovarieties of semigroups. Then 
V,W = (gV) ®W.  
We proceed with some useful properties of the operation ®, some of which will 
be applied in the next section. The first one is just an observation which follows 
immediately from the definition of ®. 
Proposition 3.4. Let V be an), class of finite semigroupoids and let (Wi)i~i be any 
family of classes of finite semigroups. Then V Q (Ui~1 wi)  = Ui~1(v ® wi). 
We recall that, for a pseudovariety W of semigroups and a profinite set A, the pro- 
jective limit f2AW of all "A-generated" members of W is profinitely freely generated 
by A relatively to W. The elements of OAW are naturally identified with "A-ary im- 
plicit operations" on W (cf. [4, 8]). We denote by S the pseudovariety of all finite 
semigroups. 
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Proposition 3.5. Let V be a pseudovariety of  sernigroupoids, let W be a finitely 
generated pseudovariety of  semigroups, let S be a finite semigroup, let A be a set 
such that S is A-generated, and let ~' " f2AS --+ f2AW be the canonical projection. 
Then the Jollowing are equivalent: 
(i) s E v ® w;  
(ii) for  ever)' onto homomorphism ~p • (2AS --+ S, D,o~-, E V; 
(iii) there exists an onto homomorphism 99 • ~4S --~ S such that D-;o~o-, c V. 
Proof. Since there are onto homomorphisms f24S --~ S, the only nontrivial part of 
the proof is ( i )~( i i ) .  So, assume that S E V ® W and let (p : OAS~S be an onto 
homomorphism. Let R " S ~ T be a relational morphism such that T ~ W and 
DR C V and consider the following diagram, where Pl and P2 denote the component 
projections: 
~A S ;' , 04W 
". ,s ~/J 
S -  R ,T  Pl P2 
The existence of a homomorphism 3 such that p~ o b = q~ follows from the facts 
that Pl is onto, R is finite and ~AS is free profinite. Similarly, the existence of the 
homomorphism ~b such that ~po7 = p2o3 is obtained by noting in addition that T ~ W. 
Now, consider the relational morphism R ~ = )' o ~o -1. From the commutativity of the 
diagram, it follows that ~ o R'CR.  Hence, by Proposition 3.1(a), DR,-<DR and so 
DR, E V. [] 
Proposition 3.6. Let W be a pseudovariety of  semigroups and let (V i ) ic /be a family 
of  pseudovarieties o f  semigroupoids. Then ((]ict Vi) ® W = (']i~l(Vi ® W). 
Proof. In view of Proposition 3.4, it suffices to consider the case when W is finitely 
generated. Moreover, the inclusion from left to right is trivial in any case. 
Conversely, let S E NiEI(Vi (~) W). Let A be a set such that S is A-generated, 
~p " OAS -~ S be an onto homomorphism and let 7 " f2AS ~ QA w be the canonical 
homomorphism. Then, by Proposition 3.5, D;.o~-~ C Vi for all i E L so that D;.o~-, E 
Ni~l Vi and, therefore, again by the same proposition, S E (Ni~l Vi) ® W. [] 
Lerama 3.7. Let W be a finitely generated pseudovariety o f  semigroups, S a finite 
semigroup, A a set such that S is A-generated, and let u = v be a semigroupoid 
pseudoidentiO, over a finite graph G. Let q~ • f2AS ~ S be an onto homomorphism 
and let 7 " ~AS --+ ~4W be the canonical homomorphism. Then D,.o~-, ~ u = v i f  
and only if, for  any ~zq E (~AS) 1 (q E V(G))  and Ps E ~S (s E E(G)),  the following 
condition holds: 
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W ~ ~sP~. = ~ for  all s E E(G)  ~ ~0(rc~e(u)) = ~0(zt~e(v)) (6) 
where ~ • ~Sd --~ ~S is the continuous morphism of  semigroupoids uch that 
~(s) = p.~. for  every s E E(G). 
Proof. We start by rewriting (6) as 
7(~Z~sPs) = 7re .... for all s E E(G)  ~ ~p(Tr~u~(u)) = ~p(Tr~E(v)). (7) 
The left-hand side of (7) in turn means that 
[TZt~, ~PPs, 7Ps] E D;.o~0 ,(Tzt~s, 7zr~os) for all s E E(G),  
i.e., it says that the mapping 
c~" G ~ D-~,o~o-~, 
q E V(G) ~-+ 77rq, (8) 
s E E(G)  ~ [;,'Zt~s, qgps, 7ps] 
is a graph morphism. By Proposition 2.1, there is a unique continuous morphism of 
semigroupoids c~ " ~GSd --+ D.,o~-~ such that ~ o t = 6. Whence D~.o~-~  u = v if 
and only if, for all choices of 7~q E (~AS)  1 and p~. E ~AS, 3u = ~v for the associated 
continuous morphism 6. 
To conclude the proof, we just need to relate the action of ~ on edges with the 
mapping e. We claim that, for any II E E(E26Sd), 
3/t = [?,Tz~, ~p~(g), 7e(#)]. (9) 
To prove (9), consider the mapping 6 ~ : ~aSd ---+ D~,.oe-, which coincides with ~ on 
vertices and such that, for kt E E(f2cSd), 6~p is defined to be the right-hand side of  
(9). By the definition of 3, it suffices to show that 6 ~ is a continuous morphism of 
semigroupoids such that 6 ~ o t = 6. Since ~o and 7 are continuous homomorphisms of
semigroups and e, is a continuous morphism of semigroupoids, 6 ~ is clearly a continuous 
morphism of semigroupoids. For s E E(G),  we have 
6 ~ o ~(s) = [~,;zt~, ge(s), 7e,(s)] = [77r~s, ~0p,, ~IP,] = ~Ss, 
which proves the claim. 
By (9), we conclude that 
3u = 3v ¢* [ '2~,  ~0~(u),~,e(u)] = [7~z~, ~oe(v),'~,~(v)], 
which in turn means that, for any v E (~AS) a, 
7v= ~'~.  ~ ~o(ve.(u)) = ~(ve(v)). 
Summarizing, we have shown that (8) defines a graph morphism such that 6u = ~v if 
and only if 
7(Tz~.ps) = 7zt~,~ for all s E E(G)  ~ ~ qg(ve(u)) = ~p(ve(v)). 
J 
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In view of the universal quantifiers applying to both conditions, this condition is clearly 
equivalent o (7), which finishes the proof. [] 
Proposition 3.8. Let W be a finitely 9enerated pseudovariety o[semiyroups, S a fn i te  
semiyroup, A a set such that S is A-yenerated, U the pseudovariety o f  semigroups 
9enerated by S, and let u = v be a semigroupoid pseudoidentity over a .finite .qraph 
G. Let tq : O--AS ---+ -Q~U and T " ~aS --~ ~AW be the canonical homomorphisms. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) D,.o~,-~  u = v for  ever)' onto homomorphism ~o : f2AS ---+ S; 
(ii) Droe-, ~ u = v for some onto homomorphism (p: ~QAS --+ S; 
(iii) D,,o/~-k ~ u = v; 
(iv) Jbr any nq E (~aS)  r (q E V(G))  and p~ E -~AS (s < E(G)),  the fi)llowing 
condition holds: 
W ~ z~=,p, = zr,,~, for all s E E(G) ~ S ~ 7z=ue(u) = :r=ue(v) 
where e, : f2cSd --+ [2AS is the continuous morphism of  semigroupoids uch that 
e(s) = Ps )br ever)' s E E(G). 
Proof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) is the particular case of the equivalence 
between conditions (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 3,5 corresponding to the pseudovariety 
of semigroupoids defined by the pseudoidentity u = v. 
The equivalence between the conditions (i), (iii), and (iv) follows from Lemma 3.7 
applied to the homomorphisms ~p and fi since S and fa4U satisfy the same pseudoiden- 
titles. [] 
4. An extension of the semidirect product of semigroups 
We now introduce an extension of the semidirect product of semigroups which will 
be used to give a natural set of generators for a pseudovariety of the form V ® W 
and to describe the relatively free profinite semigroup f2A(V ® W). 
Let C be a topological semigroupoid and S a topological semigroup. For convenience 
of notation, edge composition in C will be denoted additively. Suppose ~o " S 1 × C -~ C 
is a continuous mapping such that, denoting (p(s, c) by sc, the following conditions hold: 
(i) S ~ V(C)C  V(C); 
(ii) sC(c ,d )CC(sc ,  sd) for any s E S 1 and c,d E V(C); 
(iii) (s1s2)c = s|(szc) for any sl,s2 ~ S 1 and c ~ C; 
(iv) s(tl + t2 )= (s t l )+  (st2) for any s E S 1 and tl,t2 E E(C)  with cotl = ~t2; 
(v) l c=c  for anycEC.  
We then say that ~p describes a continuous (monoidal) action of S on C. In case C 
is just a topological graph, we also say that ~0 is a continuous (monoidal) action if 
conditions ( i ) - ( i i i )  and (v) hold. 
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Given C, S and ~p as above and a fixed vertex v0 ~ V(C), we denote by C ®~'0,~ S 
the set of all pairs of  the form (e,s)  with s ~ S and e E C(vo, svo). We endow C®~,o,~S 
with the following binary operation: 
(e l , s l ) (e2 ,s2)  = (el +s lez ,s l s2) .  
It is easy to verify that this operation defines a structure of  topological semigroup 
on C ®,:0,~S. Such a semigroup is called a semidirect product of C with S. Whenever 
it is clear from the context which vertex v0 and action (p are being considered, we will 
write C ® S instead of C ®~,,,~p S. (This construction has already been considered by 
Margolis and Pin [22].) Observe that if C is a semigroupoid with a single vertex, then 
C ® S is a semidirect product of  semigroups in the usual sense. 
For most of this paper, we will concentrate on the discrete case. We start by studying 
the derived semigroupoid Dp of the natural projection 
p : C ® ~,0,~ S --* S, 
(e,s)~s. 
Proposition 4.1. The derived semigroupoid Dp divides C. 
Proof. The derived semigroupoid Dp has set of vertices S 1 and its edges (from s 
to ss j )  may be viewed as equivalence classes of  triples (s, e t , s l )  with s E S 1 and 
(e l , s j )  E C ®~,~,,~ S under the relation --~ defined by 
(s, el ,s1) ~ (s t, e;,s2) if s = s', SSl = ss2 and, for every edge e : Vo --~ svo 
(or e = 1~,0, in case svo = vo), e+se l  = e+se2.  
(10) 
Composition of  edges is given by 
[s, ej, sl] [ss|, e2, $2] = [S, el -~- SI 6'2, SI $2]. 
Consider another category defined in a slightly modified way. The category Z has 
set of  vertices S 1 and the edges (from s to ssl) are the equivalence classes of triples 
(s, e l ,s l  ) with s E S t and (el ,s1) E C ®~,o,~o S under the relation ~ defined by 
(s, e l , s t )  ~ (s ' ,e2 ,s2)  if s = s', ssl = ss2 and set = se2. 
Denoting the ~-class of  an edge (s, e l , s l )  by [[s, el,sl]], the composition given by 
[[S, el,Sl]] [[SSI,,e2,S2]] = [[S,e  I -~- Sle2,S1S2]] 
is easily checked to be well-defined. 
Since ~ _c ~, the edge correspondence [[s, el,sl]] ~ [s, el ,s l ]  yields a well-defined 
quotient morphism Z ---* D p. 
Consider next the mapping ~:Z--* C which sends each vertex s to the vertex svo and 
each edge [Is, e l , s i l l  to the edge sel. Then, for two edges [[s, el ,sj]]  and [[ssl,e2,s2]], 
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I]l([[s, el,s¿]] [[ssi,e2,s2]]) = ~[[s, el + sle2,sis2]] = s(el + sle2) 
-- sel + (ssl)e2 = tp[[s, el, sl]] + O[[ss~, e2, s2]], 
which shows that ~ is a semigroupoid morphism. To show that ~ is faithful, suppose 
that the coterminal edges [[s, el,sl]] and [[s, e2,s2]] of Z have the same image under 
tp. Then sel = se2 and so [[s, el,sl]] = [[s, ez,s2]]. [7 
Proposition 4.2. Let R:S---+T be a relational morphism of  semigroups and let DR-4 C 
where C is' a semigroupoid. Then S -< C r~ ®,,.,~,,p T for  some wo E V(C r~ ) and some 
monoidal action o f  T on C r~. 
Proof. Let Z be a semigroupoid, ~b : Z ---+ C a faithful morphism, and 0 : Z --+ DR a 
quotient morphism. Consider the action 
~p:T 1 x C r~--+C r~, 
(t, f )  ~ t f ,  
where (u ) ( t f )  = (u t ) f  for u E T, viewing the elements of the semigroupoid power 
C r' as functions acting on the right (which assume either only vertex or only edge 
values). Let w0 be the vertex of C T' defined by (t)wo = ~b(O-l(t)) for each t E T 1 
and consider the associated semidirect product C T' ®wo,~, T. We show that it is divided 
by S by constructing a specific division U • S -+ C r' @wo,e T, namely the relation 
U= (s ' f ' t )  ESxCr~ ×T(Vt'~TT)(~e~E(Z)) ~e ( t ' ) f  " 
To conclude the proof it thus suffices to show that U is a division S --~ C r' ® T. 
We first verify that U is a subsemigroup of S x C r' @ T. Given ( s , f , t )  E U and 
t' E T l, let e E E(Z)  be such that 0e = [t',s,t] and 0e = ( t ' ) f .  Then 0(~e) = e(0e) = 
t' and so ~e = O-l( t  ') and ct(( t ' ) f )  = ~(~be) = tp(c~e) = ~b(O-I(t')). On the other 
hand, O(coe) = co(Oe) = t't yields me = O-l( t ' t )  and so co(( t ' ) f )  = o~(t~e) = tp(coe) = 
tp(O-~(t't)) = (t't)wo = (t')(tWo). Since t' E T x is arbitrary, this shows that c~(f) = wo 
and co(f) = tWo, that is U CS × C r' ®w~,# T. Next, let ( s l , f  l , t l )  and (s2, f 2, t2) be 
two elements of U and let t ~ E T I. By definition of U, there exist el,e2 E E (Z)  such 
that 
{ Oe, = [t' ,si,t,],  { Oe2 = [t't,,s2, t2], 
4:el ( t ' ) f l ,  and t~e2 ( t ' t l ) f2 
Since 0 is a quotient morphism, coe! = ~e2 and so ele2 is an edge of Z such that 
{ (ele2) = [t',sl,t~] [t/tl,s2, t2] = [t',slsz,tlt2], 
O(ele2) = ( t ' ) f l  + (t ' t l ) f2 = ( t ' ) ( f l  + t l f2).  
Hence (s~s2,fl + tlf2, fit2) E U. 
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Next, we show that the projection U ---+ S is onto. Let s E S. Then there is some 
t E T such that (s,t) E R. For each t' E T 1, since 0 is onto, there is some et, E E(Z) 
such that 0e~, = [t',s, t]. Let f E C r' be defined by ( t ' ) f  = Oet,. Then, by construction, 
(s , f , t )  E U. 
Finally, we check that the projection U ---, C r~ ® T is injective. Indeed, for any 
(s , f , t )  E U, there is some e E E(Z) such that 0e = [1,s,t] and 0e = (1) f .  Hence, if 
( s , f , t ) , ( s ' , f , t )  E U, then [1,s,t] - [1,s',t] since ~k is faithful. But, by the definition 
of the derived category, taking the pair (1, 1) in condition (5), it follows that ls = ls ~, 
which concludes the proof. [] 
Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 extend Tilson's Derived Category Theorem. It is however 
only fair to note that the proofs of the propositions are inspired in Tilson's proofs. At 
the pseudovariety level, we obtain the following result which contains Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 4.3. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroupoids, V0 a subclass of V such 
that evel~" member of V divides" some member of V0, and W a pseudovariety of semi- 
groups. Then V ® W is the pseudovariety of semigroups generated by the semidirect 
products of the form C ® S with C E V0 and S E W. 
Proof. Suppose S E V ® W. Then there is a relational morphism R : S --~ T such 
that T E W and DR--< C for some C E V0. By Proposition 4.2, S divides a semidirect 
product of the form C r' ® T. So, it suffices to check that the semidirect products of the 
form C ® T with C E V and T C W belong to V ® W. This follows from Proposition 
4.1 since the derived semigroupoid Dp of the projection p : C ® T--+ T divides C and, 
therefore, also belongs to V. [] 
Aiming at characterizing the pseudoidentities valid in V ® W, we proceed by giving 
a representation of the relatively free profinite semigroups ~A(V @ W) which extends 
results of [7]. 
The Cayley graph of ~AW is the graph with set of vertices (QAW) 1, set of edges 
(~,4W) 1 x A, e(w,a) = w and co(w,a) = wa; we denote it by FAW and we observe 
that it is a profinite graph. We have an action of f2AW on FAW given by w. w ~ = ww ~ 
and w (w', a) = (ww', a). 
In the following, V denotes a pseudovariety of semigroupoids, W a pseudovariety 
of semigroups, and A a profinite set. 
Lemma 4.4. For any proflnite set A, the natural action 
q~ : (~AW) I X ~r~wV -~ Qr~wV 
induced by the action of-~AW on FAW yields a semidirect product Qr,wV ®I,+~AW 
which is a pro-V ® W semigroup. 
Proof. By the universal property of the projective limit defining (2r~wV, for each 
w E (QAW) 1, there is a unique continuous morphism ~Pw" ~r~wV --~ ~r+wV such that 
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q)w(w') = ww' and ~Ow(W~,a) = (wwt, a) for w,w' E (~AW) 1 and a ~ A. The action (p 
is defined by q0(w, re) = ~0w(rt). 
Let W1 C W2 C .. • and VI c_ V2 c . .  • be chains of finitely generated pseudovarieties 
whose unions are, respectively, W and V. Let A1 ~-- A2 +- . . .  be a projective sequence 
of mappings between finite sets yielding A as a projective limit. Then, it is easy to 
verify that 
- ~AW = I~A,W~;  
- FAW = lira FA,Wi; 
+___ 
- ~r~w'V = li+__m~r,,w Vi.
Moreover, the natural projections flAW --+ f2A,Wi and g2r~wV --+ QF~w.Vi, give rise 
to commutative diagrams of actions and projections 
- -  l q7  
(~W)  × ~r,wVi - ~r~w V, 
Since each ~Pi, as a mapping between finite (discrete) sets, is certainly continuous, it 
follows that ~p is continuous. Hence, ~r~wV ®14o ~AW is a topological semigroup. 
But, the commutativity of the above diagram also implies that the same projections 
give rise to continuous homomorphisms 
~r ,wV ®1.• ~AW ---+-~r4w, Vi ®l,q~, ~A. Wi  • 
Since these homomorphisms clearly suffice to separate points and ~r ,wV ®1,+ ~AW 
is a compact semigroup, we deduce that this semigroup is in fact the projective limit 
of the semigroups f2r~w, Vi ®l,e, f2A,Wi (cf. [7, Lemma 1.2]). [] 
This leads to the following representation theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. For any profinite set A, the mapping a E A ~-+ ( (1 ,a) ,a)  induces an 
embedding of topological semigroups 
OA(V ® W) ~ ~r,wV ®1,+ O-AW 
into the semidirect product of Lemma 4.4. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, ~r~wV ® 1,~o f2--A W, and therefore also any closed subsemigroup, 
is a pro-V ® W semigroup. Hence, it suffices to show that any continuous function 
qJ0 " A -+ S with S C V ® W extends to a continuous homomorphism ~9 0 : f2r~wV ® i,~0 
~AW ---+ S in the sense that ~0((1,a) ,a)  -- q+0(a) for any a EA. 
So, consider a continuous function t~0 " A ~ S with S E V ® W. By Theorem 4.3, 
there exist C E V, T E W, a semidirect product C @ T with distinguished vertex v0, 
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a subsemigroup S I of C ® T and an onto homomorphism S' --+ S. The function ~0 
lifts to a continuous fimction ~,~ • A ~ S' (since A is a profinite set and, in case A 
is finite, there is clearly such a lifting). We obtain an induced continuous mapping 
~b : A --+ C ® T, say given by ~ba = (~ia, ~2a) for each a E A. 
By the universal properties of O.4W and Qr~wV, there are continuous morphisms, 
respectively, of semigroups and semigroupoids, 
~t 2 : ~"~A W ~ T such that tb2a = ~'2a for all a c A, 
~lw = (~2W)Vo for all w E (~AW) l, 
~ : (2GwV -+ C such that -~j(w,a) (~2w)(~bla) and a E A. 
Note that, for every edge e of the semigroupoid -~r,wV and every w C (~AW) 1, 
~, (w~): (~2w)(~ ) 
since, in case e is actually an edge of lAW, say e " w'("~)w~a, 
: (~w)(~, (~,, ~)~: (~w)(~, ~). 
Consider the mapping 
" ~2r~wV ® ~,~ (2AW ~ C ® F, 
(e, w) ~-+ (¢le, ~2w). 
Then ~ is clearly continuous and 
~(~, w). ~(< w,):  (<e, ~2w)(~,~', ~2~') 
: (~,e + (~)(~,~') ,  ~(~w')) : (~,e + ~,(~e'), ~(w~')) 
: (~, (e + w~'),-~2(ww')) : -~(e + w~', ww') : ~((< w).  (e', w')), 
so that f is a continuous homomorphism such that ~((1,a),a) = ~ga for all a E A. To 
complete the proof of the theorem, take ~0 to be ~ followed by the mapping S' ~ S, 
which is everywhere defined since the image of f is contained in S'. [] 
As announced earlier, we now explore the above representation theorem to charact- 
erize the pseudoidentities of V ®W. Composing the natural mapping ~AS ~ ~A(Sd ® 
W) (which is actually the identity) with the representation f Theorem 4.5, we obtain 
a continuous homomorphism 
" ~S --~ ~GwSd ® ~AW. 
We denote the first component of the image of u E Q--.4S by ¢~W(u) and the sec- 
ond component, obtained by restriction of u to W, by uw. As a consequence of the 
representation theorem, we obtain the following result. 
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Theorem 4.6. A pseudoidenti O, u = v is valid in V ® W if and only if W ~ u = v 
and V ~ ~bW(u) = ~W(v). 
Proof. Consider the projection ~b " ~'~AS ---+ ~QA(V®W),  where A is a finite set such 
that u,v E ~QAS and the following commutative diagram of continuous homomor- 
phisms: 
~A S '~ , ~GwSd@ ~AW 
,~(V®W) c :' , ~,. wV®~AW 
where 0 is induced by the quotient morphism 01 : ~r~wSd ~ ~r~wV by means of 
the formula O(e,w) = (01e, w). Then V@W ~ u = v if and only if Ou = Or. Since 
/~ is an embedding, ~ u = ~ v if and only if O~lu = O~Iv which in turn is equivalent o 
W ~ u = v and 01 ~bW(u) = 01 ~0w(v), i.e., V ~ 4~W(u) = 4'W(v). [] 
As a particular instance of Theorem 4.6, consider the case W = D~ where D,, is the 
pseudovariety of semigroups defined by the identity xyl...y, = y~...y~. For u ~ ~2AS, 
q~D"(U) is the edge of ~r~D,,Sd from l to up,, obtained by successively reading the 
prefixes of u of length < n and then the successive factors of u of length n. This 
allows us to recognize Theorem 4.6 as an extension of a theorem of Almeida and 
Azevedo [6] characterizing the pseudoidentities valid in semidirect products of the form 
V*D.. 
For a pseudovariety V of semigroups, of monoids, of semigroupoids or of categories, 
we denote by ~s  V the lattice of all pseudovarieties of the same kind of structures 
contained in V. 
The next result is a further application of Theorem 4.6, of which a particular case 
plays a special role in Section 7. 
Theorem 4.7. Let W be a pseudovariety o f  semioroups. Then V ~ V @ W defines a 
complete lattice homomorphism ®W • ~s  Sd -+ ~s  S. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.6, the mapping ®W preserves arbitrary meets. So, it re- 
mains to show that it also preserves arbitrary joins. Let (V,)i~: be a family of pseu- 
dovarieties of semigroupoids. Since ®W clearly preserves order, certainly Viei(Vi ® 
W) c_(Vi~ 1Vi) ® W. To prove the reverse inclusion, we use Reiterman's Theorem: it 
suffices to show that, if a pseudoidentity u = v is valid in all ~ @ W (i E I) ,  then 
(~/is: V,) ® W also satisfies u = v. By Theorem 4.6, the hypothesis in the preceding 
condition means that W ~ u = v and Vi ~ <bW(u) = q~w(v) tbr all i E I. Hence, 
Vie: V,. ~ q~W(u) = q~w(v) and so (ViEl Vi) ® W ~ u = v again by Theorem 4.6. [] 
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To conclude this section, we observe that, using Theorem 4.5, one may show that 
V ® (Wt * W2) = (V®WI)*W2 (11) 
for all pseudovarieties V of semigroupoids and WI and W2 of semigroups. The details 
are too technical to justify including here a proof of this marginal result which extends 
the associative property of the semidirect product of semigroups. 
5. A compactness theorem and a general application 
Let e • u = v be a pseudoidentity for semigroups, with u, v E ~xS.  Given ~ = 
(~z~)~x E (~AS) x, let e(ff) : u(~) = v(ff) where u(ff) and v(ff) are the composite 
implicit operations in f2AS which, informally, are obtained by substituting, respectively, 
in u and v each variable x E X by the corresponding component 7Zx of ~. For a set 
Z of pseudoidentities over the set of variables X, let S(ff) = {e(ff) : e E Z). The 
following compactness result is crucial in the applications given in the sequel. 
Theorem 5.1. Let S and F be two sets of pseudoidentities of semigroups over the 
countable set of variables {xo,xl .... } where F involves only a finite number of those 
variables. Let W be an arbitrary pseudovariety of semigroups and let S be a finite 
semigroup. Then there exists a finitely generated subpseudovariety W0 of W such 
that the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) for ever)' finite set A and ever), ff E (~AS) ~'~, 
w~s(~)  ~ s~r (~) ;  
( i i)for every finite set A and eve O' ff E (OAS) ~, 
Proof. For every subpseudovariety W0 of W, clearly W ~ S(ff) implies W0 ~ S(ff). 
Hence (ii) implies (i) for all W0 C_ W. So, we only need to "construct" W0 such that 
(i) reduces to (ii). 
Let n be the number of elements of a generating set of S. We claim that condition 
(i) (and so also (ii)) is equivalent o the same condition with a fixed set A0 with n 
elements. Indeed, for an arbitrary A, if ff E (~4S) r~ and e is a pseudoidentity over 
{xo,xl . . . .  }, then S ~ e(ff) if and only if S satisfies all pseudoidentities which are 
obtained from c.(ff) by replacing each variable by one of a finite number of words 
over Ao, namely words giving expressions for all the elements of S in terms of the 
chosen n generators. On the other hand, if 6 is a pseudoidentity over {xo,xl . . . .  } and 
W satisfies 6(if), then W also satisfies every pseudoidentity which is obtained from 
fi(ff) by substituting each variable by a word over A0. The claim follows from these 
observations. 
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So, let us fix a set A with n elements. Let U be the pseudovariety generated by S 
and consider the two canonical projections fl " f2AS --~ Y2AU and 7 : f2AS ~ Y2~W. 
Assume that (i) is valid. 
We next observe that the set 
c = {~ ~ (~As ;  ~ • s V= r (~)}  
of counterexamples for S ~ F(ff) is a compact subset of (~AS) ~, where this space is 
viewed as a power space of the compact space (2AS. For this purpose, let m be such 
that F only involves variables from the set {xo,xl . . . . .  Xm) and consider the projection 
p,~ : (~AS) ~ --~ (~AS) m on the first m components and the mapping 
~0r : (~AU)"  --÷ ~(~AU x QAU) 
~ {(u(~), ~,(~)) " (u = ~,) ~ r} ,  
between finite sets. Then 
C = (qgr o/3" o pro) -1 {P E ~(OAU x OAU) :P  is not contained in the 
diagonal) 
and so C is compact. 
Now consider the mapping 
,'z : (OAS) ~ --~ (~AW × -OAW) z, 
g ~ ((~,,(u(g)), ~,(v(~))))~.=~,~z, 
which is continuous ince composition with a given implicit operation and 7 are contin- 
uous mappings. Since C is compact, so is 7z(C). By (i), ?,z(C) has empty intersection 
with the (also compact) "diagonal" 
d -- {(w,w) • w c ~w)  x. 
But (~AW x ~AW) z is a compact zero-dimensional space and so there is some clopen 
neighbourhood K of A such that K N 7z(C) = 0. By definition of the product opology, 
we may take K of the form K = Ki U. • - U Kp where each Ki is of the form [L:~z K~i 
with each Kzi a clopen subset of ~4W × ~AW and K~:~ = ~AW x ~AW for all e ¢ 
~1 .... ,e~. Hence there is some clopen partition Q of ~AW such that, for every class 
V of Q, V × V is contained in some K~,j. By Hunter's Lemma [16, Lemma 4], each 
class V of Q is saturated by some clopen congruence of ~AW (say its syntactical 
congruence) and so there is a clopen congruence 0 of ~AW which refines the partition 
Q. In particular, OZC_ K. 
Let W0 be the subpseudovariety of W generated by the finite semigroup f2AW/O. 
Then, by construction, for every ~ E C, 7z(ff) ~ 0 z, i.e., there is some a E ,2 such that 
),e(ff) ~ 0 which in turn implies that Y2AW ~= ~(~). Hence, W0 ~ Z(~) implies ~ ~ C 
which shows that W0 satisfies (ii). [] 
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A simple extension of Theorem 5.1 is obtained by observing that for some of 
the variables we may admit substituting them by 1. To establish it, one may easily 
adapt the above proof by taking (~AS) 1 instead of ~AS in the corresponding com- 
ponents of the product space (~AS) ~. It is in this form that the result will be used 
below. 
The general application of Theorem 5.1 we propose herein is an automatic translation 
of definitions of 9V in terms of pseudoidentities of semigroupoids as a membership 
criterion for the semidirect product V*W which is phrased in terms of pseudoidentities 
of semigroups. Besides Theorem 5.1, our translation depends on Tilson's Derived Cat- 
egory Theorem and the results of Section 3. It is worth observing that a similar result 
and applications hold for varieties rather than pseudovarieties, with a proof along the 
same lines except for the fact that, since varieties have free objects within themselves, 
there is no need or place for a compactness argument. 
Theorem 5.2. Let V be a pseudovariety o f  semigroupoids and let W be a pseudovari- 
ety o f  semigroups. I f  V = [[Z]] where Z is a set of  pseudoidentities o f semigroupoids 
over finite graphs, then a finite semigroup S lies in V ® W if and only if, for ever), 
(u = v) E Z, say with u,v E E(~ASd), and for  all 7Zq E (QBS) 1 (q E V(A)) and 
p~ E QsS (s E E(A)), the following condition holds: 
W ~ 7z~sps = ~,~ for all s E E(A) ~ S ~ ~,e(u)  = zr~e(v), (12) 
where ~ • f2ASd --, I2sS is the continuous morphism of  semigroupoids uch that 
e(s) = Ps for all s E E(A). 
Proof. Fix a finite semigroup S. Let B be a set such that S is B-generated. 
We start by proving the theorem in case 2; C_ ~GSd x ~cSd for some finite graph G. 
By Theorem 5.1, since the left-hand sides of the implications (12) may all be viewed 
as substitutions of pseudoidentities of the form x~sy,~ --- x~,)s associated with the edges 
of the graph G, there is a finitely generated subpseudovariety W0 of W such that the 
validity of condition (12) for W and S under all the indicated quantifiers is equivalent 
to the validity of the following condition with similar quantifiers, except hat B is fixed 
as above: 
W0 ~ zt~ps : ~z~.~s for all s E E(A) ~ S ~ ~z~us(u) : zt~u~(v). (13) 
In view of the equality V ® W = LJi ¥ ® Wi where the union runs over all finitely 
generated subpseudovarieties of W, we may assume that W0 also satisfies: S E V®W 
if and only i fSEVQW0.3  
Let U be the pseudovariety of semigroups generated by S. Consider the canonical 
projections /~ " f28S --, f2BU and 7" f28S ---+ f28W0 and consider the derived category 
D;o/~ ,. Then, by Propositions 3.5 and 3.8, S E VQW0 if and only if D:.o/~-, E V. 
Hence, it suffices to show that S satisfies (13) for all choices of ~zq (q E V(A)) and 
3 We emphasize that nothing is being claimed here about he possibility of effectively constructing W0. 
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Ps ~ ~BS (s E E(A)) if and only if D,/o[~ ~ ~ u = v and this is given by Proposition 
3.8. The proof of the case when the pseudoidentities of r can be written over a fixed 
finite graph is thus complete. Also note that, for the "only if"' part of the statement, in 
the above argument we do not need the extra assumption on 22 (since the implication 
( i i )~( i )  in Theorem 5.1 is verified in any case). 
Let us finally consider the general case. If  S E V ® W, then S satisfies the condition 
of the theorem by the remark at the end of the preceding paragraph. Conversely, 
suppose S satisfies condition (12) with the indicated quantifiers. Then, for every finite 
subset F of X, S satisfies (12) where the pseudoidentity u = v runs over all elements 
of F. By the already proved case, we deduce that S E [[F]] ® W for every finite 
subset F of X. Since, by Proposition 3.6, V is the intersection of the pseudovarieties 
of semigroupoids [F]] for all such F, it follows that S ~ V®W,  as desired. 
Combining with Theorem 3.3, we obtain pseudoidentity bases for semidirect products 
of pseudovarieties. 
Theorem 5.3. Let V and W be pseudovarieties of semigroups. I f  Z is a basis of 
pseudoidentities of semi.~troupoidsfor 9V, then V*W is defined by the pseudoidentities 
of the .form 
where (u : r) E X, with say u,v E E(~ASd), rce E (~,S)  1 (q ~ V(A)) and Ps ~ -~,S 
(s c E(A)), W ~ ~.~Ps : 7z,,~ Jor all s E E(A) and t" " QASd --+ -~,S is the continuous 
morphism of semi,qroupoid~ such that c(s) :: p~ .]or all s E E(A). 
In case V is local, the formulation of the preceding result is simpler. 
Corollary 5.4. Let V and W be pseudovarieties of semigroups with V local and let 
Z be a basis of pseudoidentities jor V. Then a finite semigroup S lies in V ,  W 
!f and only ~ for every (u : v) E Z with u.~' ~ Q,S and all ~ c (f2AS)", ~z 
(~AS) ~, 
W ~ zrp1 . . . . .  ~p,-= ~z ~ S ~ ~zu(fi) :: ~v(~). (14) 
Proof. This is just a reformulation of Theorem 5.2 for the case of a local pseudo- 
variety V. [] 
Recall that A = I]-x ~''+1 = x("]], Corn = [[xy = yxl], G = [Ix (') = 1~ and SI = [Ix: = 
x, xy = yx~ denote the pseudovarieties of all finite semigroups which are, respectively, 
aperiodic, commutative, groups, and semilattices. 
Particular instances of the general translation scheme of Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 
5.4 are formulated in the following corollary which uses the bases of pseudoidentities 
for gSl, ,qJ and gCom obtained, respectively, by Brzozowski and Simon [14], Knast 
[20] (cf. Theorem 2.8) and Thdrien and Weiss [30]. 
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In the case of G, which is not local as a pseudovariety of semigroups, the natural 
basis of  pseudoidentities, x ~'~ = 1, translates for semigroups as x'~y = yx ~'~ = y. We 
then use the remark that, for pseudovarieties V of  monoids and W of semigroups, 
one may define a semidirect product V * W as in Section 3 4, yielding, for V and W 
pseudovarieties of semigroups, with V monoidal, V * W = Vr~,1 * W. In fact, this is the 
kind of semidirect product considered by Tilson [31]. Then one easily verifies that all 
of  the above carries over without difficulties to this mixed kind of semidirect product 
and, therefore, to compute a semidirect product V .  W with V monoidal, we may 
as well work with a basis of pseudoidentities for g(Vr~,l) and, in particular, we may 
treat nontrivial pseudovarieties of groups as though they were local, as pseudovarieties 
of semigroups, provided we take bases for pseudoidentities taking into account that 
variables may assume the value 1. Otherwise, as has been observed by Karl Auinger 
[10], one may obtain incorrect results. In view of the discussion at the end of Section 2, 
we remind the reader that this word of wanting is only necessary when a pseudovariety 
of  groups is involved as the first factor in a semidirect product. 
Corollary 5.5. Let V be an arbitrary pseudovariety o f  semiyroups and let S be a 
finite semigroup. 
(a) S lies in S I ,  V i f  and only ~ .for all implicit operations x, y and z on S (where 
x and y may be 1), the followimj condition holds: 
V ~x) '=xz=x ~ S ~xy  2 =xy ,  xyz :xzy .  (15) 
(b) S lies #7 G * V if  and only i f  jor  all implicit operations x and y on S (where 
x may be 1), 
V~xy=x ~ S~xy ' "=x.  
(c) S lies in A * V if and only i f  for  all implicit operations x and y on S (where 
x may be 1), 
V ~ xy = x ~ S ~ xy ~'~+1 = xy ''~. 
(d) S lies in J *V  i f  and only i f  jbr  aH implicit operations a, b, x, y, u and v on S 
(where a and b may be 1), 
V ~ ax = au = b, by = be = a ~ S ~ a(xy)'"xv(uv)'" = a(xvy'~(uv) ''j. 
(e) S lies in Com* V if and only i f  for all implicit operations a, b, x, y and z 
on S (where a and b may be 1), 
V ~ax=az=b,  by=a ~ S ~axyz=azyx .  
4 It amounts o defining V * W as Vs * W. 
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6. The case of the two-sided semidirect product 
An analogue of Tilson's derived category for the study of two-sided semidirect prod- 
ucts V**W of pseudovarieties is provided by the kernel category. Both the two-sided 
semidirect product and the kernel category were introduced by Rhodes and Tilson [26] 
(see also [27]). 
Theorem 5.1 above can be applied in this context as well, to give a systematic 
translation of a basis of pseudoidentities for the pseudovariety gV into a basis of 
pseudoidentities for V**W. The translation process closely parallels that described in 
Sections 3 and 5, and we only indicate its main steps. 
Let R : S ---+ T be a relational morphism of semigroups. The kernel semiwoupoid 
KR is constructed as follows: 
- V(KR) = r ~ x r J ;  
- for  (t ,t ' )  and (u ,d )  in T 1 x T l,  the edges (t,t ~) -~ (u ,u ' )  are the equivalence classes 
[t, s l , t l ,u  ~] of the quadruples (t, S l , t l ,u  t) in T I ×R× T l such that ttl = u and t' = tlu' 
under the equivalence relation defined by 
(t, s t , t l ,u  ~) ~ (t, s2,t2, u t) if ttt = tt2, ttu ~ = t2 u~, and, 
for all (g,t) ,(U,u ~) E R 0 {(1, 1)}, gslg' = gs2U. 
- Composition of edges [t, s l , t l ,d ]  and [U, S2,t2, v'] with ttl = U and u' = t2l "t iS defined 
by 
[t, sl, t l, u'] [u, s2, t2, V']  = [t, sls2, t~ t2, l / ] .  
The kernel semigroupoid construction enjoys properties analogous to those of the de- 
rived semigroupoid indicated in Section 3; see [26] for further details. We will only 
state here the analogue of Proposition 3.8 for kernels. 
Proposit ion 6.1. Let W be a finitely generated pseudovariety of  semigroups, S a finite 
semigroup, A a .qenerating set for S, U the pseudovariety o f  semigroups generated 
by S, and let u = v be a semigroupoid pseudoidentity over a finite ~traph G. Let 
fi : -~.4S --, -~.4U and 7 : ~.4S -+ -~AW be the canonical homomorphisms. Then the 
followinq are equivalent: 
(i) K;o,p-, ,~ u = v Jot an); onto hornomorphism ~p • ~AS --~ S', 
(ii) K;,o,~ , ~ u = v [or some onto homomorphism q~ : fIAS --+ S; 
(iii) K:,o~-~ ~ u = v; 
(iv) jor all nq, n~q E (~AS) j (q ~ V(G))  and p~ E ~AS (s < E(G)),  the following 
condition holds: 
I = , , f W ~ n=ps, ~z,,~s, Jor all s E E(G)  ~ U ~ n~.s(u)n~o  = n~.s(v)n ..... 
7Z.xs = psTC.~ s 
(16) 
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where e: ~aSd-+ ~S is the continuous morphism of  semigroupoids uch that e(s )= 
p~ for each s ~ E(G). 
We may also define, for a pseudovariety V of semigroupoids and a pseudovariety W
of semigroups, the class V~ W to consist of all finite semigroups S for which there 
is a relational morphism R : S --+ T with r ~ W and K~ E V. Just as in Section 3, 
we conclude that V(~N W is a pseudovariety of semigroups. The Kernel Theorem [26] 
yields V**W = (gV)(E~ W for pseudovarieties V and W of semigroups. 
Finally, adapting the arguments of  Section 5, via Theorem 5.1, Proposition 6.1 and 
the Kernel Theorem, we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 6.2. Let V be a pseudovariety of  semigroupoids and let W be a pseudo- 
variety of  semigroups. I f  V = [[Z]] where X is a set o f  pseudoidentities of  semi- 
groupoids over finite graphs, then a .finite semigroup S lies in V(~)W tf and only 
I i f  Jor every (u = v) E X, say with u,v E E(~ASd), and Jor all ~q, Zrq ~ (~BS) 1 
(q E V(A)) and p~ ~ ~8S (s E E(A)), the Jollowing condition holds: 
I • I; t W ~ ~z~sp~, = )z .... , for  all s E E(A) ~ S ~ ~z~, (u)zr ..... = ~z~,,e(v)7~ ..... 
lr:~ s = psT~,)s 
where ~. : ~ASd -~ (~S)  l is the continuous morphism of  categories uch that z(s) = 
p~ for all s ~ E(A). 
Theorem 6.3. Let V and W be arbitrary pseudovarieties of  semigroups. I f  gV = [[Z]] 
where X is a set of  pseudoidentities of  semigroupoids over finite graphs, then V**W 
is defined by the pseudoidentities of  the )brm 
~.~(u)~l~ ' ' ' 
I where (u = v) E ~, with say u,v E E(OASd), 7Zq,lrq E (~BS) 1 (q E V(A)) and p,~ E 
-- r ~ for all s E E(A), and e,:~4Sd --+ ~S ,QsS (s E E(A)), W ~ 7t~ps = ~z,,s, Tr~ = Ps~,>s 
is the continuous morphism of  semigroupoids uch that ~(s) = Ps for ever)' s E E(A). 
Corollary 6.4. Let V and W be pseudovarieties of  semigroups with V local, and let 
Z be a basis of  pseudoidentities Jor V. Then a finite semigroup S lies in V**W tf 
and only if, Jor ever), (u = v) E S, say with u, v c ~rS,  and for  all ~ ~ (QAS) r, 
re, re' ~ (~AS)  1, 
I 7C = YZpl = . . .=  7Cpr 
W ~ , p ly '=  . = pS  ~ s ~ Ttu(~)~' = lrv(~)~z'. 
Corollary 6.5. Let V be a pseudovariety of  semigroups and let S be a finite semi- 
group. 
(a) S lies in SI**V tf and only if. Jot all implicit operations x,x ~, y ,z  on S (where 
x and x' may be 1), the following condition holds: 
V ~ xy = xz = x, y /  = zx I = x I ~ S ~ xy2x ' = xyx I, xyzx I = xzyx I. 
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(b) S lies in G**V i f  and only if, fo r  all implicit operations x,x',  y on S (where x 
and x ~ may be 1), the following condition holds: 
V ~ xy  = x, yx' = x' ~ S ~ xy~'~x ' = xx'. 
(c) S lies in A**V i f  and only i f  fo r  all implicit operations x ,x ' ,y  on S (where x 
and x ~ may be 1 ), the following condition holds: 
V ~ xy= x, yv' = x' ~ S ~ xy~"+lx '=  xy' 'x' .  
(d) S lies in J**V i f  and only iJ; Jbr all implicit operations a ,a ' ,b ,b ' ,x ,y ,u ,v  on S 
(where a, a', b and b ~ may be 1), the Jollowing condition holds: 
ax = au = b, xb' = ub t = a ~ 
V ~ by = by = a, yd  = vd = b' ~ S ~ a(xy)"~xt:(uvy'~b ' = a(xy)"'(uv)~'~b I. 
(e) S lies in Com**V i f  and only i f  fo r  all intplieit operations a ,d ,b ,  bt, x ,y ,u ,v  
on S (where a, a', b and b' may be 1), the following condition holds: 
{ ax = az = b, xb; = zb' = a' 
V ~ by = a, ya = b' ~ S ~ axyzb I = azyrb'. 
The results of Section 4 can also be extended to two-sided semidirect products. The 
statements and proofs of  the extensions are left out since they are easily adapted from 
the one-sided case. 
7. The Delay Theorem and related results 
Denote by D the pseudovariety defined by the pseudoidentity xy  ~" = y(O. For an 
implicit operation n, denote by t,(n) the longest word w of length at most n which is 
a suffix of n, i.e., such that n = n'w for some implicit operation n. It is well-known 
that the relation tn(n) = t,,(p) characterizes those pseudoidentities n = p which are 
valid in the pseudovariety D~ = [[x yL ... y,, = yl . . .y , ]  and that D = U,>I D,,. Hence, 
D ~ n = p if and only if, for every n _> 1, t~(n) = t,,(p). 
We start by stating and proving a combinatorial property of finite semigroups that 
will be of use in the sequel. 
Lemma 7.1. Let B be a finite set, let n E ~BS \ (2BS and let S be a finite semigroup. 
Then there is a factorization n = nl pwv where w and L' are words, p is not explicit, 
and S ~ p= w = w 2. 
Proof. For each n _> 1, let n = nnun where un = &(n) and, for m > n, write 
Um = Wm,,,un. Consider the canonical projection q~ : QBS --+ ~28U where U is the 
pseudovariety generated by S. Let ~2(X)  denote the set of all two-element subsets of 
a set X and let 7/+ denote the set of all positive integers. 
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Since the set ~sU is finite, the mapping 
;~2(Z+ ) ----+ QB U, 
{n,m} ~ qOWm.n (n < m) 
gives a finite colouring of ;#2(Y+). By Ramsey's Theorem, there is an infinite subset 
X of 2+ such that all elements of ,#2(X) get the same colour. 
Let X = {nl,n2 .... } with nt < n: < " ' .  Take t: = u,,,, w w,,:,< and, for 
1 each i > 2, let ~z,,: = ~z~p, where Pi = w,,,,n_,. By compactness of ~2BS, there is in 
~BS x~eS some accumulation point (z', p) of the sequence ((Jz~, Pi))i>:. By continuity 
of multiplication in ~28S, we have ~z = Jz'pwv. Since 
and (PPi = 99w ...... : = q0w for all i > 2, we conclude that S ~ p = w = w 2. [] 
For a semigroup S, let SE be the category whose vertices are the idempotents of 
S and whose edges e ---+ f are the triples of the form (e, e.sJ, f )  with s E S; the 
composite of two edges (e , s , f )  and (f ,t , ,q) is the edge (e, st, g). 
The following two results extend a theorem due to Tilson [31, Theorem 17.1] which 
is known as the Delay Theorem for reasons that are made clear in Tilson's work. 
Tilson's theorem in turn is a reformulation of a result obtained by Straubing [29] 
stating that, for a monoidal pseudovariety V and a semigroup S whose longest strict 
_<.~e-chain has n elements, S E V * D if and only if S E V * D,, Formulated in 
Tilson's terminology, Straubing also added the equivalent condition SEE gV. Tilson's 
proof of the hard part of the Delay Theorem consists in showing that, fixing a finite 
alphabet B and an onto homomorphism (p : B + ---+ S and letting 7 : B+ ---* ~28D,, be 
the natural homomorphism, then the only nontrivial bonded component of the derived 
semigroupoid D:o,p , (whose vertices are the idempotents of f2BD,,) divides SF.. The 
result then follows by applying Propositions 4.2 and 7.2. We prove here only the 
equivalence giving the characterization of membership of S in V * D in terms of the 
condition SE C gV, extended to the case when instead of gV, an arbitrary nontrivial 
pseudovariety of categories is considered. 
Proposition 7.2. Let V be a pseudovariety o f  semigroupoids and let S be an element 
of  V®D.  Then SE C Vc. 
Proof. Let X be a basis of  semigroupoid pseudoidentities for V. Then, by Theorem 
5.2, V ® D is defined by the pseudoidentities of the form 
n~,,e(u) n~u~:(t:) with (u = v) E X, say written over a graph ,4, 
and D ~ ~p.,. = Jz ..... for any s E E(A), 
where the rtq are semigroup implicit operations or 1, the p.,. are semigroup implicit 
operations, and ~: " ~ASd --. ~BS is the continuous emigroupoid morphism such that 
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e(s) = Ps for every s ~ E(A). In particular, if we choose each 7tq to be an idempotent 
eq and take p.,. = e=&e,,,.; where the x, (s E E(A) )  are variables, then we conclude that 
a necessary condition for S to belong to V ® D is that Su E V. Since Su is a category, 
it follows that S~ ~ Vo  [] 
Theorem 7.3. Let V be a nontrivial pseudovariety oJ categories. Then a f inite semi- 
,qroup S lies in V ® D i f  and only i f  Su ~ V. 
Proof. If S belongs to V ® D, then SE E V by Proposition 7.2. Conversely, suppose 
that SE E V. By Theorem 2.9, V admits a basis X of bonded pseudoidentities. Let 
(u = v) c Z and let A = c({u,v}) which, by the choice of Z, is a strongly connected 
finite graph. Take any ~q E (~BS) l (q E V(A))  and p.~ ~ ~BS (s E E(A) )  such that 
D ~ ~z~.p.,. = ~z~.,~,. for every s E E(A).  We must show that S ~ rr~,e,(u) = ~,,~:(v) 
where e • ~AC ~ (~gS) l is the continuous category morphism such that ~:(s) = Ps for 
every s E E(A). 
If D ~ ~zp = ~' and rt' is a word, then so are rc and p and the words ~zp and ~' 
are equal. Since A is strongly connected and the p, are not 1, it follows that no ~Zq 
with q E V(A) is explicit. By Lemma 7.1, for each q E V(A), there is a factorization 
7~q = 7~q, leqnq ,  2 where nq,2 is a word, eq is a non-explicit implicit operation (whence 
idempotent on D), and there is a word wq which is a suffix of eq and such that 
S ~ eq = wq = w~. Hence, 
D ~ e:~s~:~.s..zp~ = rcz~,l e~.,. "e~s~s, ZPs = #,z~Ps = lr,,,s = lr,,,s,I eo,sJG,s,2 = e,osrG,s.2, 
and so t,,(e~.,.=~s,2ps)= t,,(e~..,s~,,)s,2) for every n. In particular, gz~.n~s.2Ps = ,tlsW,,~srr~,,s.2 
for some implicit operation It,. since the word w,,,sTG~.2 is a suffix of  ee, sTr~o.s,2. Let 
e' " ~C -~ (~8S) I be the continuous category morphism defined by d(s) =/,,,w,,,.~ for 
each s E E(A). 
We claim that, for every ~ ~ E(QAC), 
S ~ e"(~)/Teo{, 2 = e~r~,2 e(~). (17) 
The validity of (17) for { ~ E(A) follows directly from the definition of  d(~). To 
prove (17) in general, we observe that, by continuity of e, e', :~ and ¢o, it suffices to 
consider { ~ E(A*); for such {, we proceed by induction on the length of the path 
in the graph A. Suppose then that { satisfies (17) and consider s ~ E(A)  such that 
~os = :~. Then 
S ~ c (s~,)/'~,o(s~),2 = ~: t s )  t~.)  ,,,,f,2 ~- £ (s)e~rr:¢,2 g(~) by (17) 
z ~ , z 14 ;2 g'(s)TG~.2 ~(~) since S ~ e  = e,,,~ = w,,s ....... 
= ezrTr~s,2 ~:(s)g(~) = e:~srGs,2 g.(s~), 
so that s{ also satisfies (17). This proves the validity of (17) for all ~ ¢ E(~AC). 
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Hence, for the given u,v E E(f2AC), since SE ~ u = v, we have S ~ ~,'(u) = d(v) 
(as S ~ d(s) = e~,~d(s)e,,,s) and so 
S ~ 7t~,,g(u)= ~,,.le~,,Tc~u,2g(u) " 
= ~r:,,.lg'(c)=,,,u.2 = ~,.le:~,,Jz~,,,2c(t:) := ~ug.(t:). 
This shows that S E V ® D and concludes the proof of the theorem. [] 
The above proof actually holds for an arbitrary pseudovariety V of  semigroupoids 
admitting a basis of  bonded (Sd-)pseudoidentities. However, it is easy to verify that 
this condition implies that Vc is nontrivial and so the extended version of Theorem 
7.3 thus obtained follows from the above version together with the following corol- 
lary. 
Corollary 7.4. Let V be a pseudovariety of semi,qroupoids such that Vc is" nontrivial. 
Then V®D=Vc®D.  
Proof. The inclusion Vc ® D .~ V ® D is clear in any case. Since Vc is nontrivial the 
converse follows immediately from Proposition 7.2 and Theorem 7.3. [] 
Recall that, for a pseudovariety V, LV denotes the pseudovariety of  all finite semi- 
groups S whose subsemigroups of the form eSe with e 2 = e E S belong to V. 
The equality V ® D = Vc ® D may fail in case Vc is trivial. For example, consider 
the pseudovariety V defined by the pseudoidentity x = y over the following graph: 
2f 
~ ° ,f-------~° 
Y 
Then Vc ® D = D whereas, using Theorem 5.2, it is not hard to show that V @ D = LI 
where I = [Ix = y]]. 
As two extreme particular cases of  Theorem 7.3, applying Theorem 3.3, we obtain the 
following result, whose part (a) is the Delay Theorem while part (b) is an immediate 
consequence of the definitions and Theorem 7.3. 
Corollary 7.5. Let V be a monoidal pseudovariety of semiyroups and let S be a finite 
semiyroup. 
(a) l f  V is nontrivial, then, for every finite semi qroup S, S E V * D if and only if 
SE E.~JV. 
(b) S E LV (/'and only iJSE E {V. Hence ((V) ® D = LV. 
We next recall Tilson's consolidation operation. For a category (or semigroupoid) 
C, denote by Cod the semigroup which is obtained from the set E(C) of edges of C 
by adding a zero, if necessary, and setting equal to zero all composites of edges which 
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are undefined in C. The reader may find in [31, Proposition. 16.1] an elementary proof 
of the observation that the categories C and (Ccd)E divide each other. 
As a sort of inverse of the consolidation operation at the pseudovariety level, we 
introduce the following operation: for a pseudovariety V of semigroups, cV denotes the 
class of all finite categories C such that Coo E V. Let BQ denote the consolidation of 
the category C with set of vertices Q and exactly one edge (ql,q2) in each C(ql,q2). 
Then BQ is a Brandt aperiodic semigroup with multiplication of nonzero elements given 
by 
(ql,q4) if q2 = q3, 
(q l, q2) (q3, q4 ) = 0 otherwise. 
It is well-known that all BQ with 2 < ]Q] < oc generate the same pseudovariety of
semigroups. 
Proposition 7.6. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups uch that B2 E V. Then cV 
is" a pseudovariety of categories. 
Proof. Suppose that D E cV and let (p : C --+ D be a faithful morphism of categories. 
Then the following is a semigroup embedding: 
Cod ---* Dcd × Bv(c), 
(Os, ~.s, cos) if s E E(C), 
s~ (0,0) otherwise. 
Hence, if C is finite, since B2 E V, we conclude that Ccd E cV. It is also a routine 
matter to show that every quotient morphism of categories C --, D induces an onto 
homomorphism of semigroups Ccd + Dca and that (C x D)cd -< Ccd x DCd. [] 
With a similar argument, we obtain the following result which reformulates [30, 
Theorem 1.5]. 
Corollary 7.7. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups containing B2. Then, for a 
finite semiyroupoid S, S E gV if and only if Sod C V. 
Proof. Suppose S ~ gV, say S -< T with T E V. Then, by the argument in the proof 
of Proposition 7.6, SCd -< TCd × By(s) = T x Bv(s) E V, which shows that Scd E V. For 
the converse, just note that, by definition of Sea, the natural semigroupoid morphism 
S --~ SOd is faithful. [] 
The following result is an immediate corollary of Theorem 7.3. 
Corollary 7.8. Let V be a nontrivial pseudovariety of categories. Then c(V ® D) = 
V. 
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If V is trivial, then V ® D = D and Cca E D implies that C is a trivial category 
with just one vertex. Hence the conclusion of Corollary 7.8 would remain true in all 
cases if we would replace c(V ® D) by the pseudovariety of categories it generates. 
Combining Corollary 7.8 with Theorem 4.7, we deduce that the theory of pseudova- 
rieties of categories i  in a sense, part of the theory of pseudovarieties of semigroups. 
Corollary 7.9. The mappin9 ®D • ~sC -+ ~sS  defined by V ~-+ V ® D is a lattice 
embedding. 
It would be of interest o determine the image of ®D. A somewhat related question 
concerns the study of the operator c. In particular, we do not know whether c respects 
joins and whether (cV) ® D = V, say for pseudovarieties of semigroups V _D LSI. The 
following are but a few elementary observations in this direction. 
Lemma 7.10. Let S be a finite semi qroup. Then (SE)cj -< S x BI where I denotes the 
set of idempotents of S. 
Proof. Consider the following mapping of (SE)ca into a Rees quotient of S × B1: 
(&)cJ ~ S×BI /Sx  {O}, 
(e ,s , f )  H (s ,e, f ) ,  
0 ~0.  
Then it is immediate to check that this is an embedding. [] 
Corollary 7.11. Let V be a pseudovariety of semiyroups containing B2. Then V C_ 
(cV) ® D. 
Proof. Let S be an element of V. By Lemma 7.10, (SE)cJ E V. Hence SEE cV and 
so S E (cV) ® D by Theorem 7.3. -1 
More precisely, we have the following result. 
Proposition 7.12. Let V be a pseuclot:ariet), of  semigroups and W a eatec3orical pseu- 
dovariety of semigtroupoids. 
(a) I f  V C_W ® D then cVC_W. 
(b) I f  W®DC_V then WC_cV. 
(c) I f  B2 E V and cV C W, then V c_ W ® D. 
Proof. (a) and (b) follow from Corollary 7.8 and (c) from Corollary 7.11. [] 
Again, as particular cases of Corollary 7.8 worth mentioning we have the following. 
Corollary 7.13. Let V be a monoidal pseudot:ariety of semigroups and let C be a 
finite category. 
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(a) IJ V is nontrivial, then C E gV if and only if CCd E V * D. 
(b) C ~ {V if and only if Ccd E LV. 
In particular, we obtain the following result due to Tilson [31, Theorem 17.3]. 
Corollary 7.14. Let V be a monoidal pseudovarieO' of semigroups. Then V is local 
if and only (1" V * D = LV. 
Proof. In view of Corollary 7.13, it suffices to consider the case where V is the trivial 
pseudovariety I = [Ix = y]]. Since I • D = D # L1, we observe that I is not local, 
i.e., that there is a nontrivial finite category C all of whose submonoids are trivial; the 
following picture describes uch a category: 
s 
t 
[] 
The first author has already pointed out in [3] that, while Theorem 7.5 has been 
traditionally used as a means of calculating the semidirect product V * D (for a 
monoidal pseudovariety V) via the calculation of 9V, one may turn it around, as 
in Corollary 7.13, to compute 9V if an independent calculation of V * D can be 
found, which has been often the case [1, 3]. So, to apply Theorem 5.2 to compute 
V * W in case 9V is not already known, it may be useful to start off by calculating 
V*D.  
In view of Corollary 7.4, one may ask whether also V • D = VM * D for every 
pseudovariety V of semigroups. In fact, this equality has been observed by the first 
author [4, Theorem 10.7.l] for pseudovarieties of commutative semigroups. However, 
it is not true in general. For instance, if V is a monoidal pseudovariety which is not 
local (such as J and Corn), then 
LV*  D = LV ¢ V*  D = (LV)M * D, 
where the first equality follows from the relation (11) at the end of Section 4; alter- 
natively, one may use Theorem 5.2 to prove it or even verify it more or less directly 
as in [4, Proposition 10.6.13]. Equivalently, 
(#LV)c = {V # gV = #((LV)n).  
Therefore, for non-monoidal V, some other type of approach may be needed to compute 
V * D. A simplified case occurs when VM is local, for then 
L(V~I) = VM * D C V * D C_ L(V~l) * D = L(VM ) 
and so V*D=V~I*D=L(V~I )=LV.  
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8. Examples of calculations of semidirect products 
We now show with some concrete examples how to use the theorems of Sections 
5 and 6 to compute semidirect products of pseudovarieties. Some of the examples 
herein were previously known, although previous proofs did not have such a definitely 
syntactical flavour. 
For a pseudovariety V of semigroups, denote by DV the pseudovariety of all finite 
semigroups all of whose regular ~-classes are subsemigroups which lie in V. The 
left-right dual of D,, will be denoted by K,,; thus, for instance, Kt = ~xy = x]]. The 
pseudovariety DKI consisting of all ,~-trivial semigroups will be denoted by R. By 
DO we mean the pseudovariety of all finite semigroups whose regular ~-classes are 
orthodox subsemigroups; this pseudovariety has been extensively studied by Azevedo 
[1 1] (see also [6, 4]). 
The application of Theorems 5.2 and 6.3 to the calculation of V * W and V**W 
presupposes some information on the solutions of equations of the form n~.Ps = n~' 
I l and n~ = psn~, in ~V.  Semidirect products of the form V * J and V**J are easier 
to compute in general, since the structure of the (~sJ is very well known [2]. In 
Theorems 8.4 and 8.5 below, we show that for such products, all pseudovarieties V 
behave as though they were local. 
We start with some technical emmas. 
Lemma 8.1. Let W be a pseudovariety oJ semigroups containing J and let n,p E 
-~S be such that W ~ np= n. Then there is a factorization n = n~ e such that e is 
idempotent on J and c(p)c_ c(e). 
Proof. By a result due to Azevedo [1 1], every implicit operation on S has a factor- 
ization into a finite number of factors, each of which is either regular when restricted 
to DS or explicit; such a factorization may be simplified by noting that regular fac- 
tors (on DS) absorb adjacent factors which involve only variables that appear in the 
absorbing regular factor. Moreover, after this simplification, the factorization is unique 
up to equality over J of regular factors in corresponding positions (cf. [2]). 
Since J C_ W and W ~ np= n, by uniqueness of the factorization over J, the last 
factor in the factorization of n must be an idempotent e over J whose content contains 
that of p, which establishes the lemma. [] 
Lemma 8.2. Let A be a strongly connected graph, let W be a pseudovariety contain- 
ing J, and let ~q, Ps E QBS (q E V(A), s E E(A)) be such that W ~ n~p~, = n~os for  
ever), s E E(A). Then Jor a f ixed v ~ V(A), there is a factorization n~ = nl:e such 
that e is idempotent on J and c (p~)Cc(e) . for  eveo' s E E(A). 
Proof. Since A is strongly connected, from W ~ n~ps = n<,,, for every s E E(A), 
we deduce that all the implicit operations n, with v E V(A) are ~-equivalent over W 
and, therefore, equal over J. By Lemma 8.1, taking n = nv and p = p.~., .. p~, where 
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Sl.. .Sr is a path in A which starts in t, and goes at least once through each edge, we 
obtain the desired factorization. [] 
The following combinatorial-compactness argument extends an idea which was al- 
ready used by the first author in [3, Lemma 5.3]. 
Lemma 8.3. Let 7r E -QeS be such that J ~ ~r 2 = ~z. Then there is a factorization 
rt = 2/t"q' such that c(lQ = c(7c). 
Proof. Let (Wn)n>l be a sequence of words converging to ~z in ~8S. By [2, Lemma 
3.1 and Theorem 3.1], we may assume that each w~ has a factorization wn = w,i ... w~,, 
such that c(w~,)= c(=). 
Given a finite semigroup S, then, by a standard combinatorial argument [15, Propo- 
sition III.9.2], provided n is sufficiently large, there are indices i , j  C {1 . . . . .  n} such 
that i < j  and 
S > w, = w,,i ... w,,.i-I (w,,. . .  w,,,j_ I )%',,i • - • w,,,. 
By compactness of Q~S, it follows that there are implicit operations 2s, l*s and Vs 
such that S ~ rg = 2sl~5~'vs and c(l~s) = cOz). 
Consider the net 
{(2s,/Zs, Vs ) 'S  c S with S B-generated} (18) 
where the indexing set is ordered by S _< T if there is a homomorphism T --, S which 
respects the choice of generators. Since ~8S is compact, there are implicit operations 2, 
/, and v such that some subnet of  the net (18) converges to ()o, tq v) in the topological 
product (~sS)  3. Then, by continuity of the content function, cOO = c0z). We claim 
that ~z = ),/L%,. To prove the claim, it suffices to show that, for every B-generated 
S ~ S, S ~ ~z - ).Ig"v. Indeed, since some subnet of  (18) converges to (2,/~,v) and 
the multiplication and the operation x ~-~ x ~'' are continuous, there is some B-generated 
finite semigroup T such S _< T and S ~ /.T~-'Vr = 2ff"V. Since T ~ ).r#~'vr = rt 
and S is a homomorphic image of T, it follows that S ~ 2tt%' = n which proves the 
claim. [~ 
For ff = (~zl . . . . .  =r) E (OeS)", write c(ff) for c(7~l ) U - . .  U c(=r). 
Theorem 8.4. Let V be a nontrivial monoidal pseudovariety o f  semigroups. IJ" Z is a 
basis of  pseudoiden tities Jor V, then V* J is defined by the pseudoidentities o f the form 
enu(fi) = env(~) with e idempotent, c(n) U c(~) c_ c(e) and (u = v) E X, (19) 
Proof. Suppose first that V does not consist entirely of groups. Then V satisfies no 
nontrivial identities of the form u -- 1 and so. in view of Theorems 2.9 and 5.2, V * J 
is defined by the pseudoidentities of the form 
rc~,,e(u) = rc~ue(v), (20) 
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where u = v is a bonded category pseudoidentity of  gV, A = c({u,v}), he,p, E QeS 
(q ~ V(A), s ~ E(A)) are such that J ~ n=p,. = n .... for all s C E(A), and g: Q.4C 
(~BS) ~ is the continuous category morphism defined by c(s) = p.~ for all s E E(A). 
Fix a nontrivial bonded category pseudoidentity u0 = v0 valid in ,qV, let A = 
c({u0, v0}) and let q0 = :~u0. Let A' be the graph obtained from A by identifying all 
the vertices, let (p:A --+ A' be the associated graph morphism, and let ~: QAC --~ (2A,C 
be its continuous morphic extension. 
Let rCq, Ps E f2BS (q ~ V(A), s E E(A)) be such that J ~ n~sps = n .... for all 
s ~ E(A). Since A is strongly connected, we have, for each q E V(A), nq~nq0 in 
~a,  and hence a ~ nq = nq0 for all q ~ V(A). In particular, 
J ~ nq~, = nq,>p, for all s ~ E(A). (21) 
Let g: ~AC --~ (~BS)  1 and d: ~.4,C --, (O~S) 1 be the continuous category morphisms 
defined by g,(s) = d(s) = Ps for all s C E(A). Then ~ = ~,' o ~fi. If we assume that S 
satisfies all pseudoidentities of the form (20) where, in addition, u = v is a one-vertex 
category pseudoidentity satisfied by gV, then S ~ nqod(~u ) = nqS(q3v) because of 
(21). So S ~ 7Eqog(U ) ~- 7~qog,(L' ). 
Thus, in case V ~ G, for the definition of V * J by pseudoidentities of the form 
(20), we need only consider pseudoidentities u = v over one-vertex graphs which hold 
in gV. On the other hand, since every nontrivial pseudovariety of groups is local, the 
same restriction is clearly valid for V C G in view of the remarks preceding Corollary 
5.5. But, as was already observed in Section 5 (following Theorem 5.3), those one- 
vertex pseudoidentities define the pseudovariety of categories dV. So, if S is a finite 
semigroup, then S C V * J if and only if D;.ol~-, E ~V. Here 7 and fi are as in the 
proof of Theorem 5.2. Returning to the proof of Theorem 5.2, we conclude that V * J 
is defined by the pseudoidentities of the form (20) induced by pseudoidentities in Z, 
viewed as category pseudoidentities. 
Finally, we show how to reduce a pseudoidentity of the form (20) with (u = v) E Z 
I I to one of the form (19). By Lemma 8.2, zr~,, = n~,f  for some n~,,,f E QuS with f 
idempotent on J and c(ps)C_c(f) for all s E E(A) where A = c({u,v}). By Lemma 
8.3, there is a factorization f = 2en where e is idempotent (on all of S) and c ( f )  = 
c(e) (so that, in particular, c(n)Cc(e)).  Let ~ E (~BS) IE('4)I have components p+. 
(s E E(A)). Then e(u) = u(fi) and ~;(v) = v(~), so that (20) becomes 
' " e~u(~)  ' ~ . e~' (~)  TC~uA. ~ 7~uA (22) 
with e idempotent and c(n)Uc(~)c_ c(e). To finish up the proof, just observe that (19) 
' ). e) which implies (22). is a particular case of  (22) (with, say n=,, : = 
The analogous tatement regarding the two-sided semidirect product is as follows. 
Theorem 8.5. Let V be a nontrivial monoidal pseudovariety of semi,qroups and let Z 
be a basis of pseudoidentities for V. Then V**J is defined by the pseudoidentities of 
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the form 
eTru(~)Tr'e' = e~v(/~)~'e' (23) 
with e and e' idempotents, c(rc) u c(~) C c(e), c(rt') tO c(~) C_ c(e'), and (u = v) E E. 
Proof. Consider first the case where V ~ G. By Theorems 2.9 and 6.3, we find that 
V**J is defined by the pseudoidentities of the form 
= 7r~,e,(r )zrc,,,, (24) 
l where u = t, is a bonded category pseudoidentity of cdV, A = c({u, r'}), ~q, ~q, p,~ E ~BS 
(q E V(A), s E E(A)) are such that d ~ 7r~ps = ~z ...... ~t  = ps~,, s for all s E E(A), 
and e,:~mC --+ (~eS) t is the continuous category morphism defined by e(s) = p~ for 
all s E E(A). 
Let u0 = v0 be a nontrivial bonded category pseudoidentity valid in 9V, let A = 
I 
c({u0, v0}) and let q0 = :~u0. Let also ~q,~q,p,~ E ~BS (q E V(A), s C E(A)) be such 
that J ~ 7~,~p~ = ~z ....... ~ ,  = ps~Z~,,.,, for all s C E(A). As in the proof of  Theorem 8.4, it 
follows that J ~ 7~q~,p s = 7~qo , ~tq~, = P~'qo" In particular, for the definition of V**J by 
pseudoidentities of the form (24), we need only consider the pseudoidentities u = v 
over one-vertex graphs which hold in .qV, and more precisely, it suffices to consider 
the pseudoidentities (u = v) ~ L', viewed as one-vertex category pseudoidentities. This 
conclusion also holds if V is a nontrivial pseudovariety of groups just as in the one- 
sided case. 
The translation of  the pseudoidentities of the form (24) for such (u = v) into 
pseudoidentities of the form (23) is effected as in Theorem 8.4, using right-left duals 
of Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2. [] 
Corollary 8.6. For an), nontrivial monoidal pseudovariety V of semigroups, we have 
V, J=V,R .  
Proof. The inclusion V* J C_ V ,  R is obvious. For the reverse inclusion, just note that 
all pseudoidentities of the form (19) are satisfied by V ,  R, say by Theorem 5.2. [] 
Here are a few simple applications of Theorem 8.4. They are both fairly elementary 
and do not require the full power of Theorem 8.4. 
Corollary 8.7 (Brzozowski and Fich [13]). SI * J = R. 
Proof. It is well-known, and amounts to an easy calculation, that R* R = R (this may 
also be obtained using Theorem 8.6). Hence, R C_ SI • R = SI * J _C R ,  R = R and the 
result follows. 
Theorem 8.8. Let V be a nontrivial monoidal pseudovariety of semigroups contained 
in DS, and let ~ be a basis of pseudoidentities for V, containinq the pseudoidentity 
(xy)*" = ((xy)~(yx)"(xy)") ~' (which defines DS). Then 
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(a) V * J is defined by the pseudoidentities o f  the Jorm w'u( f )  = w"'v(+F), where 
w C ~AS, (u = v) E X 71 (~,-S × QrS), y E (~AS)" and c(y)  C_ c(w). Equivalently, 
V * J [[(Yl . . . . . . .  + . . . . . y , .x )  t (~  . . . . .  y , . ) .  . . . .  l : rX)  U()"I  . . . .  l / r )  = (1/1 
(u = v) E I: n (~ ,S  x ~,.S)l l .  
(b) V**J  is defined by the pseudoidentities o f  the Jorm w]')vw~  = w'{~t,w~ ~, where 
wl,w2 E f2AS, (u = v) E 22 N (~2,S × (LS), ~ c (QmS)" and c (~)C_c(w l )Nc(w2) .  
Equivalently, 
V**J = [[(yl ""  y~x)'"u(yl . . . . .  )'~)(zyl . . .  y~)" 
= Oq "'" Y,X)")v(Yl . . . . .  yr)(zyl . . .  y~) .... (u = v) E Z N (~S x ~S)~.  
Proof. We give only the proof of  statement (a). The proof of statement (b) is similar. 
By Theorem 8.4, V * J is defined by the pseudoidentities of the form 
a 'bu(y )  = #'Jay(f) ,  (25) 
where a,b E DAS, (u = v) E XN(DrS  x DrS), y ~ (DAS)" and c(b) Uc(+~)C_c(a). 
Let W be the pseudovariety defined by the pseudoidentities of the form w"Ju(S) = 
w~')v(~), where w ¢ (2AS, (u = v) E X O (QrS x QrS), fi c (~2,4S) r and c(~) _c c(w). 
Let also 
W' = [[Oq "'" Y,-X)"~u(yl yr) = (yl ~'~ ' , . . . ,  . .. yrx)  t.(~ . . . .  , y , . )  : 
(u = v) E ~ n (~rS  x ~,-S).ll 
The pseudoidentities defining W'  are special cases of those defining W, themselves 
special cases of pseudoidentities of the form (25). So V * J C W c_ W'. 
By hypothesis, the pseudoidentity (st) "~ = ((st)"'(ts)"~(st)~'J) '' is in Z'. So, letting 
x = (st) ~'~, 3'1 = s and 3'2 = t, we find that W'  satisfies (st) "~ = ((st)°~(ts)"~(st)'") "~, and 
hence W t c_ DS. 
We must now verify that the pseudoidentities of the form (25) are valid in W'. Let 
a,b E ~AS,  (u = v) ~ X N (~S x ~S) ,  f ¢ (~AS)" and c(b) Uc( f )C_c (a ) .  In DS, 
we have (cf. [4, Section 8.1]) 
a"~b . . . . .  #"b(a"~b) " a'"b((a"'b)" )q ,+]¥~a~;'b) ......... 
= (a"~b((a"~b)~'~yl... r(a°'b)°~)"')(yl . . ,  yr(d'~b)')  °J. 
Therefore, in W t, 
. . . .  +vr(a b) ) u(y)  d°bu(~)  = (a"~b((a"~b)'~y 1 .. y,(d'~b)')"~)(yl . . . . . . . . . .  
.y~(a b) ) ) ( )L '"  "Y,.(a")b)°')"'v(Y) = a 'bv(~) .  = (a'~'b((a'b) 'y l  .. ~ . . . . . . . .  , 
This concludes the proof. Z 
Easy applications of  this result are presented in the next statement. 
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Corol lary 8.9. The fo l low ing  fo rmulae  hold: 
DS * J = DS**J  = DS, 
DA * J = DA**J  = DA, 
DO * J = DO** J  = DO,  
DG**J  = [[(xyz)"~(xy)°~(txy) ~'~= (xyz)~'~(yx)'~(txy)°'l] 
= ~u°~v"~w °~ = u"~t / "w ' J  : c (v )  = c(v') c c(u) n c(w)~, 
3**3  = (DG** J )  N A, 
SI**,I = ~(xyz) " )xy( txy)  °~ = (xyz)°) yx ( txy)  ~°, (xz)"~x2(tx) °~ = (xz)")x(tx)°~]] 
= ~u"t :w '~' = u'%'w" : c(v) = c(v') < c(u) n c (w)L  
G**3 = [[(xz )")x~°(tx) ~ = (xz )°)(tx)"]], 
G * a = [[(xz)"~x °~ = (xz)°'~. 
Note that SI**J is equal to ~2J, which is the first level of  an important subhierarchy 
of the dot-depth hierarchy (cf. [32]). For the semidirect product G * J, we can be a 
bit more precise. 
Corol lary 8.10. G , J  = ~(xy)~'~x  = (xy) '~] = ~(xy)~(yx)  °~ = (xy) "~ = D(GVKI  ) = 
DG, J .  
Proof. The first equality is part of Corollary 8.9. If a and b are inverses of each other 
in a semigroup S which lies in the third pseudovariety, then (ab)~O(ba) ~'' = (ab)  ~, 
which implies that a and b are d-equivalent and so regular 2,-classes of  S are left 
groups; whence S E D(G v K1). Next, if S E D(G v K1), then, for all a,b  E S, 
(ab)"~a "' and (ab)  ~ are two ~-equivalent idempotents and, therefore they are equal. 
To conclude the proof, just observe that, by Theorem 8.8(a), DG • ,I satisfies the 
pseudoidentity (xyz )~(yx)  ~'~ = (xyz ) " ' (xy )  °~ and take z = (xy )  '~ to deduce the pseu- 
doidentity (xy ) ' (yx )  °, = (xy)  "~. [] 
For a pseudovariety H of groups, let H be the pseudovariety of all finite semigroups 
all of  whose subgroups lie in H. 
Theorem 8.11. For  every nontr iv ia l  pseudovar ie ty  H o f  groups, H* J = D(H V K1 ) = 
D(G v K~ ) N H. 
Proof. Since all subgroups are situated in regular O-classes, the second equality is 
clear. Now, by Theorem 8.4 and the usual arguments when J is involved, H * J is 
defined by the pseudoidentities of the form 
en=ep where e is idempotent  over J, c(n) Uc(p)C_c(e) and H~n=p.  
(26) 
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In particular, all groups in H * J lie in H. Since clearly H ,  J c_ G * J, it remains to 
be shown that D(H v Kl) satisfies every pseudoidentity in (26). 
Take any pseudoidentity in (26), say with n = n(xl .... ,x,) and p = p(xl . . . . .  xn). 
Then, since each .N-class in a regular ~-class o fa  semigroup S E D(GVKI ) is a group, 
in such a semigroup we have eu =et te  whenever u is a word such that c(u)C_ c(e). It 
follows that, in S, 
en(xl . . . . .  xn ) = rc(exl, . . . ,  ex,,) = p(exl, . . . ,  ex,, ) = ep(xl . . . . .  x~ ), 
where the second equality is valid since, in S, exl . . . . .  ex~ always assume values in the 
same group which, by hypothesis, lies in H. [] 
Corollary 8.12. Let  H be a nontrivial pseudovariety o f  groups. Then, fo r  a pseudo- 
variety V o f  semigroups, V* J  = D(HVKI  ) i f  and only i fH  c_ V and V c_ D(HVK1 ). 
Proof. By Corollary 8.6, Theorem 8.11 and the associativity of the sernidirect product 
of pseudovarieties, we have 
D(H v K~) ,  J = (H,  R) ,  R -- H ,  (R ,  R) = H ,  R = D(H VK~). 
In view of Theorem 8.11, this shows that V* J = D(H V K 0 if H C_ V and V C_ D(H V 
K1). Conversely, if V * J = D(H V K0, then clearly V C_ V * J C_ D(H V Kl) C_ H. If 
H ~=VNG,  then VC_D(HVKONH ~=D(H ~VK1) and so V* JC_D(H 'VK1)  by 
the already proved part of the statement. Consequently, H '  = H and H C V. 
A somewhat simpler situation arises when the second factor in the semidirect product 
is the pseudovariety SI. 
- -~fV  X ~)+1 = X]]. Theorem 8.13. (a) G * SI = ~xyx ") . . ,  
(b) G**SI = ~xyx"~zx = xyzx, xyx  '')+1 = x "+l yx = xyx, x ~)+2 = x2~.  
Proof. We prove only (b), the case of (a) being similar. 
By Corollary 6.4, a finite semigroup S lies in G**SI if and only if 
Sl~xy=x,x'=yx' ~ S ~ x¢'~x ' = xx', 
that is, 
G**S I  = ~uw'"v = uv • c (w)  C c(u)  ~ c(v)]l. 
In particular, G**SI satisfies xyx"~zx = xyzx ,  xyx  '2~'-1 = xC')-l yx = xyx, and x ")+2 = x 2. 
Let now S be a finite semigroup satisfying these pseudoidentities. We want to show 
that S ¢ G**SI. 
Let u,v E f2AS and let a ¢ c(u) Ac (v ) .  Then u = ulau2, v = tqav2 and 
S ~ uu = lglabl2UlaU 2 = u lau2d° / ) lau2  = btaC°u. 
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Suppose now that for all u, v E g2AS, and for all words w of length less than k, 
c(w) c c(u) n c(v) ~ S p uv = uw"r. 
Let a E c(u) N c(v). Then 
S ~ u~ = u!4,°Jw~'Jv 
~_ UW°)a°)w°)u 
(27) 
(by (27)) 
(by (27)) 
= uw~°- l (wa)d"- lw' - I (wa)a~°- lv  
= uw~')-l(wa)a~-l(wa)°)w~° ~(wa)d°- lv (by hypothesis on S) 
= uw~"aO)(wa)"w°'a"v 
= u(wa)~"v (by (27)). 
Thus, by induction, S ~ uw"~v = uv for all words w such that c(w) C_ c(u) N c(v). By 
continuity, this implies that S ~ uw'~v = uv for all implicit operations w such that 
e(w) c_ c(u) n c(v). [] 
The following corollary may be proved in just the same way as Theorem 8.11. 
Corollary 8.14. For ever)' nontrivial pseudovarie O, H o f  groups, 
(a) H * SI = (G * SI) ~ H. 
(b) H**SI = (G**SI) N H. 
For the particular case where the second factor in the semidirect product is a pseu- 
dovariety of  groups, Corollary 5.4 has a rather simple formulation. Recall that, in this 
case the one-sided and two-sided semidirect products coincide (cf. [26]). 
Theorem 8.15. Let V be a local monoidal pseudovariety o f  semigroups with a given 
basis X o f  pseudoidentities and let H be a pseudovariety o f  groups. Then a finite 
semigroup S lies in V * H if  and only if, Jor every (u = v) E X with u, v E f2rS and 
all ff E (~AS) r, 
Hpnl  . . . . .  n r= l  ~ S~u(e)=v(e) .  (28) 
Proof. Note that V ,  H is a monoidal pseudovariety. Hence, S E V * H if and only 
if S l E V * H. Now, in the left-hand side of (14) for W = H, we have a condition 
equivalent o the left-hand side of (28) which, therefore, imposes no conditions on p. 
In particular, we may take p = 1 since the preceding observation reduces the problem 
to the monoid case. Q 
Let V@ H denote the pseudovariety of  semigroups generated by all monoids M such 
that there is a homomorphism qo : M --+ G E H satisfying ~o-J(1) E V. Equivalently, 
S E V@H if and only if there is a relational morphism ~9 : S I ---+ G E H such that 
~9-1(1) E V. For a finite semigroup S, let KH(S) be the subset of  S 1 obtained by 
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taking the intersection of all submonoids of the form @-1(1) where @:S 1 ----4 G E H 
is a relational morphism. Then yet another definition of V~)H is obtained by stating 
that S E V~)H if and only if KH(S) E V. It is also important to note that, for a finite 
semigroup S, there is always some G ~ H and some relational morphism @ : S ~ ~ G 
such that @-1(1) = KH(S) [24]. 
While, for every pseudovariety V of semigroups, it is easy to show that V • H C_ V 
~H,  in the local monoidal case we have equality. This is stated in the following result 
which follows from the elementary observation that, for a monoidal pseudovariety V,
a finite semigroup S lies in VQH if and only if there is a relational morphism R : 
S 1 ~ G E H such that DR E (V (cf. [21]). A more syntactical argument is sketched 
below. 
Proposition 8.16. Let  V be a local monoidal pseudovariety of semigroups. Then V * 
H = V~ H for every pseudovariety H of groups. [] 
Another proof of Proposition 8.16 is obtained by observing that the validity of (28) 
for all ff E (f2AS) r amounts to saying that Krl(S) ~ u = v. For this purpose, just 
note that every relational morphism S l ~ G E H is of the form 7 o fl-1 for some 
continuous homomorphisms/~ • (~AS) t --+ S 1 and 7 : (~AS) l --* G. Indeed this follows 
easily from the universal property of (~AS) 1. 
Taking into account a recent result of Ribes and Zalesskii [28], we obtain, for 
example, the following decidability result. 
Corollary 8.17. Let V be a local monoidal pseudovariety of semigroups which has a 
decidable membership problem and let Gp be the pseudovariety of all finite p-groups. 
Then V * Gp also has a decidable membership problem. 
Proof. In [28], Ribes and Zalesskii exhibit, for such pseudovarieties H of groups, an 
algorithm to compute Kn(S) for a given finite semigroup S. Thus, to decide whether 
S E V • H, compute the monoid KR(S) and check whether it belongs to V. [] 
It would be useful to translate the Ribes and Zalesskii algorithms into specific bases 
of pseudoidentities for various semidirect products of the form V * H. For example, 
under the conditions of Corollary 8.17, do we have 
m 
SI • H = ECom r3 H, (29) 
where EV denotes the pseudovariety consisting of all finite semigroups whose idem- 
potents generate subsemigroups in V? This relation is known to hold when H = G 
[9] and to fail when H is the pseudovariety of all finite abelian groups [23]. Using 
inverse semigroups, Stuart Margolis (private communication) has further shown that 
there are other counter-examples to (29), besides the obvious case when H is the trivial 
pseudovariety I -- [Ix -- 11]. While R * G -- ER [15], Margolis's examples how that 
ERfq I  ~ R .H  un lessH=G.  
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